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Inspection Summary: Inspection Report No.-50-410/84-18 on December 3-14, 1984

' Areas Inspected: A special team inspection of the Nine Mile Point Unit No. 2
construction program which included management, quality assurance, mechanical,
electrical, instrumentation, design control, welding and portions of the cor-
rective actions program. The inspection involved 572 on-site hours and 115
offsite' inspector. hours.

Results: Two violations were identified in the eight areas inspected. One in
~ the area of plant equipment storage and maintenance, and another in the area
- of_ instrument support welding. The overall finding of the inspection was that
the changes implemented since the NRC CAT inspection appear to be effective;-
however, continued vigilance by the licensee is warranted due to the stresses
imposed on the quality control program by the shift in emphasis to system turn-
over-and reinspections.

The team consensus is that the quality of construction is generally good. There
have been significant improvements in the NMPC participation in the project and
the quality assurance programs. The site management appears to be making satts-
factory progress in correcting the-past organizational problems and is creating
new programs to improve their overall effectiveness.

1An area of concern is the ability of management to adequately staff the quality
assurance and quality control organizations and improve the perceived morale
problems of the inspectors while keeping pace with construction. One of the
keys to total recovery of the project is the formation of a_ strong, competent
quality control staff.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
i

R. B. Abbot, Station Superintendent
G. K. Afflerback, Startup Superintendent
W. David Baker, Assistant to Manager of Q.A. Projects
A. P. Baleno, Manager, Project Services / Administration
C. G. Beckham, Q.A. Manager
R. B. Burtch, Jr. , Director of Nuclear -Information Services
W. J. Donlon, President
A. R. Gibson, Manager, Project. Control
G. A. Griffith,' Licensing Coordinator
W. Hooten, Executive Director of Nuclear Operations
C. K. Kolarz, Manager, Construction-Special Projects
C. V. Mangan, Nuclear Engineering

' B. R. Morrison, Manager of Quality Engineering
W. W. Murla, Compliance and Verification
J. T. Niezabytowski, Manager, C&M
J. A. Perry, Director of Q. A.
D.. L. Quamme, Project Director
T. F. Saucier, Materials Management
C. L. Stuart, Assistant to Director of Nuclear Operations
C. D. Terry, Manager, Project Engineering
J. P. Thomas, Manager of Engineering
J. F. Voight, Manager of Construction
W. Yeager, Manager, Field Engineering
A. F. Zs11 nick, Manager, NMP-2 Licensing

Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation

W. F. Allen, Jr., Chairman
T. Arrington, Resident Manager FQC
B. Charleson, Project Director
C. E. Crocker, Superintendent of Engineering
J. E. Hustor, Q.A. Manager
J. G. Kappas, General Superintendent of Construction
R. B. Kelly, Vice President and Director, QA
W. Piper, Director of Construction
F. M. Sheldon, Manager, Administrative Services
L. Terry, Project Q.A. Manager
C. Watters, Assistant Chief Engineering EA
C. G. White, Manager, Contracts and Materials

NYSEG

R. W. Haddix, Manager, Projects
M. J. Ray, Assistant to Project Director
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Rochester Gas and Electric '

J. E. Arthur, Vice President Engineering and Chief Engineer

Canatom

F. J. Giaccio, PSC Consultant-

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.

J. P. Durr, Chief, Materials and Processes Section
! S. D. Ebneter, Chief, Engineering Programs Branch
| R. A. Gramm, Resident Inspector

.

| H. Kister, Chief, Projects Branch No. 2
T. B. Silko, Reactor Engineer
R. M. Wheeler, Resident Inspector

The foregoing listed personnel attended the exit interview on December 14,
1984. Other managers, supervisors, craftsmen and technicians were con-
tacted during the course of the inspection as activities interfaced with
their areas.

2. Purpose and Scope
>

The purpose of this inspection was to determine the effectiveness of the
licensee's management in directing the construction of Nine Mile Point,
Unit No. 2 in accordance with NRC requirements and the licensee's commit-
ments. This was accomplished by performing in-depth examinations in the
areas of management controls, design controls, quality assurance, and con-
struction. The construction area is further divided into the electrical,
mechanical, piping, welding, and civil / structural disciplines.

The inspection spanned a six week period and was divided into two weeks
of preparation, two weeks on-site, and two weeks of report writing. The
inspection began with the two week preparation period in the regional
office with the inspection team reviewing the licensee's construction
program documents and familiarizing themselves with the organization. The
document review consisted of the licensee's quality assurance program,
construction procedures, and the Final Safety Analysis Report.

The first week of the on-site inspection was organized such that a coordi-
nated examination was made of the High Pressure Core Spray system by all
engineering discipline team members. Portions of the system were selected
and detailed examinations were made of the piping, supports, valves, heat
exchangers, pumps, and electrical components. The examinations consisted
of physical measurements and visual observations to verify that the equip-
ment met the drawings and specifications. The associated quality documen-
tation was reviewed to confirm that appropriate inspections had been per-
formed. The second week of the inspection was devoted to other systems
and components utilizing similar inspection methods.
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Concurrent with the foregoing examinations, the remainder of the team
explored the broader aspects of management, quality assurance and design
control. There was continuous communication between team members to
identify common deficiencies or strengths. These in-depth insights were
supplemented by interviews of management staff, engineers, quality control
inspectors, quality assurance auditors and craftsmen.

3. Background

During the period of November 7 through December 9,1983, the NRC performed
a Construction Assessment Team inspection at Nine Mile Point 2 and identi-
fled several major deficiencies. This resulted in a civil penalty and an
order which directed Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, the licensee, to
make certain self evaluations and organizational and program changes. The
licensee responded to the order and has implemented the required corrective

. actions. These corrective actions were on going at the time of this
inspection.

This inspection was not a review of these corrective actions but an inde-
pendent assessment of the effectiveness of the current construction program
and management. The inspection did review some of the aspects of the cor-
rective action program, but only to the extent that it reflected the abil-
ity of current programs to respond to deficiencies and implement correc-
tions.

4.0 Management

4.1 Areas Inspected

The purpose of this inspection was to determine the degree of manage-
ment involvement at the site and ascertain if the appropriate levels
are being apprised of activities and problems. This was accomplished
by reviewing communications systems and through interviews of the
responsible managers.

4.2 Organization

The licensee is Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation which owns 41
percent interest in the project. The remainder is divided between 4
other utilities. The licensee has engaged Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation as the architect-engineer. Stone and
Webster is also the construction manager, and administers the
subcontracts for the major commodities such as electrical, piping
and instrumentation installations.

4.3 Findings

The management review was conducted by interviewing members of the
NMPC, SWEC and subcontractors management team at the site and examin-
ing one of the management information systems. The interviews were
directed toward the interfaces between organizations and between man-
agers to detect any weaknesses that could adversely affect the manage-
ment of the project. The following managers were interviewed:
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C. Beckham, Quality Assurance Manager-Projects, NMPC-MAC
B. Charleson, Project Director, SWEC
C. Crocker, Superintendent of Engineering, SWEC-

A. Fallon, Project Manager, L. K. Comstock
D.'Quamme, Project Director, NMPC-MAC
C. Terry, Project Quality Assurance Manager, SWEC
J. White, Project Manager, ITT Grinnell

These and other topics were discussed:

The changes brought about by the NRC imposition of the order.-

The current involvement of quality assurance and its ability to-

operate across organizational interfaces.

The managers perception of quality assurance, any formal training-

in the subject, and how it is employed by the manager.

The major problems facing the manager.-

The availabilit, of qualified engineers, craftsmen and-

inspectors, and the ability to retain these personnel.

The managers method for disseminating information to their-

suborindates and across organizational interfaces.

The adequacy of the support received from other functions such-

as engineering keeping pace with construction.

The length of time the manager has held the current position-

and their qualifications that prepared them for the position.

The adequacy of the staffing relative to the work load.-

NMPC has recently replaced some of the key managers which appears to
be in response to the CAT inspection findings and the NRC order. The
NMPC Project director has only been on-site since mid October 1984,
the quality assurance manager since January 1984, and the SWEC project
quality assurance manager since May 1984.

The discussions with these managers focused on their prior experience
as managers of nuclear or similar projects and the new concepts they
have implemented since their arrival at the site. The NMPC Project
director and the quality assurance manager have both had considerable
previous experience in the nuclear fields in their respective job
functions. The SWEC Project quality assurance manager has only been-

directly employed in quality assurance since 1980; however, this has
been in the SWEC corporate quality services area which has exposed
him to the broader programmatic systems aspects of quality assurance.
These skills will be of value in correcting the quality assurance
deficiencies detected by the NRC-CAT inspection.
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The NMPC managers have instituted new quality assurance procedures
and audit / inspection practices in conjunction with a quality indicator
tracking system. The quality indicator tracking system, titled the
Quality Performance Management Program (QPMP), is a compilation of
performance data for various commodities, such as piping, pipe sup-
ports, electrical and equipment installations. The reports reflect
the ' status of completed versus total installations and the quality
control trends of completed inspections versus pass / fail inspections.

The QPMP reports are reviewed by a panel of NMPC and SWEC managers
and recommendations are proposed to correct adverse trends. These
-recommendations are formulated in conjunction with the responsible
commodity subcontractor and submitted to the QPMP Board. The board,

| comprised of the leading site managers, evaluates the report and the
recommendations and directs final action. These reports are generated
on a biweekly basis and are very comprehensive. The QPMP corrective
actions are responded to in writing by a designated individual; how-
ever, the formal closeout documentation is not readily retrievable.
This is offset by the fact that the report is a viable, continuously
updated document; if corrective actions are not effective the adverse
trend will not be resolved and the need for further actions or other
followup will be evident.

It is obvious that considerable time, effort and thought have been put
into the QPMP. This appears to be an effective management tool for
tracking the performance of construction and for detecting certain
types of adverse quality trends. The program currently has the sup-
port of the higher levels of management and its continued use is
encouraged.

The project has had difficulty with the retention of certain trained
and skilled crafts, technicians, and engineers on-site. The managers
attribute this to the sites location and weather. Whatever the cause,
there has been a large turnover of personnel in critical disciplines
such as quality control which has adverse impacts on the projects
ability to support the construction activity. If significant imbalances
develop between the quality control and construction forces, this
places added strain on the quality control personnel in the form of
long hours of overtime work and pressure to expedite inspections.

Added to the foregoing pressures on quality control are the morale
problems incurred from the findings of the NRC which imply that
inspectors have not been properly discharging their responsibilities.
All of these factors combined make management's burdens that much
greater to assure that quality control is effective. NMPC and SWEC
management are aware of these potential problems.,

!
!
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There were indications in the past of conflicts between NMPC, SWEC,
and the Project managers for some of the subcontractors. These appear
to have been resolved with the changes in staff. The managers appear
to be satisfied with the current relationships and speak candidly of
the past interface and management technique problems. It is imperi-
tive that a team spirit exist between the organizations to assure
open communication channels; this will promote cooperation and mutual
problem solving.

The consensus of the managers is that since the NRC CAT inspection
there has been a significant change in the NMPC involvement in the
site activities and more emphasis on providing adequate engineering
and quality control support.

4.4 Conclusions

The NRC-CAT inspection had a profound affect on the organization and
operation of the Nine Mile Point Unit 2 construction program. There
have been major changes in the key managerial positions which have
caused significant changes in policy and programs. There has been a
shift in goals from commodity completion to systems completion to
prepare for the forthcoming turnover of equipment for preoperational
testing. The shift in emphasis to turnover of equipment, the impact
of the CAT findings, the program changes, and tne accompanying pres-
sures caused by these changes have had an adverse impact on the
facility's morale. The construction program is currently functioning
acceptably and has every indication of succeeding.

5.0 Design Control

5.1 Areas Inspected

The site design control practices were examined to determine if Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) commitments and regulatory requirements
have been properly inplemented. The following areas were inspected:

The High Pressure Core Spray system design documents were eval---

uated in relationship to associated FSAR system descriptions.

The implementation of Regulatory Guide commitments were verified--

for the Standby Diesel Generator fuel oil system and the control
room HVAC chlorine detection system.

The accuracy of licensee responses to NRR questions regarding--

diesel generator air inlet and exhaust systems was examined.

Design change controls were examined via samplirj of engineering--

change documents.
.
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The engineering resolution of nonconformances was reviewed.--

The implementation of the SWEC site engineering training program--

; was reviewed.

The effectiveness.of enginering audit programs was evaluated.--

Site document control programs were reviewed for assurance that--

inspectors and craft personnel have access to current design
documents.

Design interface control was examined between site organizations.--

: The site identification of safety related components was--

' reviewed against the FSAR safety related items list.

The development of inspection procedures from engineering--

criteria was reviewed.

Conducted interviews of site employees to determine the occurr---

ence of any acts of management intimidation or bypassing of
approved procedures.

5.2 Organization

The Architect / Engineer (AE) for Nine Mile Point, Unit 2 is the Stone
and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC). The SWEC project engi-
neering staff is located at Cherry Hill. The SWEC Site Engineering
Group (SEG) is located at the construction site. The Nuclear Steam
Supply System (NSSS) was designed and furnished by General Electric
(GE). SWEC has additional responsibilities as the Construction Mana-
ger(CM). Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC) has the majority
of their engineering staff located at either the Corporate headquar-
ters or at the site.

5.3 Findings

5.3.1 High Pressure Core Spray System Design

The inspector reviewed the FSAR description of the High Pressure
Core Spray System (HPCS). He examined the SWEC and GE design
documents identified in section 5.5.2 and 5.5.4 of this report.

| The design inputs were found to be consistent. The SWEC flow
diagrams were consistent with the system P&ID in the FSAR with
the exception of valve number 15 which is portrayed on the most
recent GE HPCS P&ID. The licensee stated that the FSAR would be<

' amended as necessary. The inspector also reviewed the GE dia-
grams for the auto-initiation signals. The system flow character-
istics of the HPCS pump were consistently defined. The design,

! of a Class IE line break level instrument was verified to have
been provided for the HPCS pump room. Several typographical'

L
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errors were identified on FSAR figures 6.3-21 through 6.3-32 in
that the HPCS system was stated as the HCPS system, NMPC licens-
ing was notified of the error and a commitment was made that the
FSAR would be amended accordingly.

Project Guideline 2 was reviewed which requires a system design
review be conducted to assure conformance with engineering
requirements; safety class conformance; NRC general design cri-
teria conformance; Regulatory Guide and FSAR conformance. The
inspector requested the Design Review Summary of Requirements
for the HPCS system; the review was found to be in accordance
with-the project guideline.

No violations were identified.

5.3.2 Regulatory Guide Implementation

The inspector reviewed the HPCS diesel fuel oil system design.
in relationship to the FSAR commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.137.
He examined the field installation of the fuel oil day tank and
reviewed the system flow diagram. The system components were
classified as Safety Class 3; strainers were provided for fill
lines and on each engine feed line; and appropriate alarms and
pressure indicators were provided where necessary. The Regulatory
Guide 1.137 commitments were found to have been properly trans-
lated into the site design.

The inspector compared the FSAR commitments to Regulatory Guide
1.95 concerning chlorine protection of control room operators.
The inspector was informed that no chlorine will be stored onsite
during the operations phase, but that sodium hypochloride will
be used for water treatment. Chlorine detectors have not been
provided within the control room HVAC air intakes; however, this
item has been questioned by the NRR review staff.

No violations were identified.

5.3.3 Diesel Generator Air Inlet and Exhaust Piping

A review was performed of the licensee's response to NRR review
questions F430.97 and F430.105 regarding the design of the Stand-
by Diesel Generator inlet and exhaust piping. An examination
was made of the installed piping and surrounding enclosures.
The system pipe drawings and building design review disclosed
the piping to be QA category I, ASME Class 3, and that the appro-
priate missile protection was provided for items mounted on the
top of the diesel generator building. The system design was
found to be in conformance with the response provided to the
above identified review questions.

I
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5.3.4 Engineering Change Documents

5.3.4.1 Reactor Controls Incorporated

A review of the documents identified in paragraph 5.5.3
was performed which pertain to the control of engineer-
ing design change documents. The review included the
following Engineering Change Notices (ECN) and assoc-
iated calculations:

ECN Calculation

F01-030 SA-1664-ART-7
F01-061 SA-5794-ART-7
F01-088 SA-1658-ART-11
F01-104 -

F01-106 SA-1664-ART-13
F01-122 -

The review determined that the change documents were
prepared in accordance with the RCI procedures, the
design changes had received appropriate reviews, and
the calculations were found to support the ECN design
changes.

No violations were identified.

5.3.4.2 General Electric Company

The inspector reviewed GE Field Disposition Instruction
(FDI) 17/31263 revision 0 and 1. The FDI promulgated
engineering directions for the site contractor to
install additional Core Spray Line posts and backets.
The FDI identified reference documents, installation
requirements and quality control requirements. The
FDI had received appropriate GE reviews and provided
sufficient detailed instructions to accomplish the
installation activity.

No violations were identified.

5.3.4.3 Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation

Engineering Change Notices (ECNs) are utilized to
change engineering diagrams such as flow, logic and
loop diagrams. The inspector reviewed the following
ECNs associated with the HPCS system: *

L
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ECN Impacted Diagram Checked Incorporation
Into Diagram

CSH-001 ESK
CSH-002 FSK
CSH-003 Loop
CSH-004 FSK X

CSH-007 FSK
CSH-009 FSK X

CSH-011 FSK
CSH-012 FSK X

CSH-013 FSK X

CSH-014 FSK X

The inspector checked the incorporation of the above
noted ECNs into the applicable engineering diagrams.
The appropriate parties had reviewed the ECNs and the

. changes did not reduce the system capabilities with
respect to the design requirements.

Engineering and Design Coorindation Reports (E&DCRr)
are utilized by engineering to provide changes to
drawings, specifications and procedures. The
inspector reviewed the following E&DCRs:

E&DCR Checked Affected Drawing Notes
for Incorporation

P20915 X

F41242 Cancelled C43544
Cancelled by F41471

F41471
C20019
C20046
C13509 X

C13539 Cancelled by C16741
C16741
C19800
C19801 Revised F11392

Cancelled ACN 11858
and 20485

F11392 Cancelled C18827
C18827
C90179 Cancelled C19807
C19808 X

C90007 Cancelled C18277
Cancelled by C90350

C90061A Cancelled C90061
C43544 Cancelled by F41242

,

The inspector reviewed drawing EC-32L which had incor-
porated E&DCR C13509. The E&DCR had changed the size
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and spacing of nelson shear studs from 7/8_ inch ~dia-
meter at twelve inch spacing to 3/4 inch diameter at o
nine inch spacing. The changes _had been incorporated
onto the drawings, however the change in spacing dimen-
sion had not been highlighted to illustrate the portions
of the drawing that had been revised. Drawing changes
by necessity are highlighted to clearly identify to
craft and inspection personnel those items which poten-
tially must be built and inspected to different cri-
teria than initially disseminated.

The failure of SWEC engineering to properly highlight
a design change on the affected drawing in conjunction
with the improper incorporation of a nonconformance
report disposition discussed in section 5.3.5.1 is
considered a design control weakness. (410/84-18-01)

The inspector was presented with SWEC inspection reports
S2025594 and S2024579 which document the inspection of
the subject nelson shear studs to the criteria defined
in E&DCR C13509. For the singular case identified
wherein the change was not highlighted, no hardware
impact resulted, however, the concern is relative to
programmatic control over proper design change incopor-
ation into affected drawings.

The Construction Appraisal Team (CAT) inspection 50-
410/83-18 had identified numerous deficiencies that
had been inappropriately identified on E&DCRs. The
inspector did not identify any further occurrences of
that problem during his review of the above listed
E&DCRs.

Advance Change Notices (ACNs) are utilized as a risk
released design change. The ACN provides a mechanism
whereby immediate design change is accomplished with
a subsequent design review commensurate with the origi-
nal design. The inspector reviewed the following ACNs.

ACN Notes

15,795 Calculation 12177-47-NP(L)-Z-400-8FBA-0347
19,114 Cancelled ACN 18497
19,185 Cancelled by E&DCR C01962A
19,359 Revised E&OCR C16174
19,520
19,528
19,557 Cancelled ACN 19,301 and 19,542 '

27,225 Revised E&OCR C52987
27,226
27,665 Revised E&DCR C44508A
27,715
27,827 Revised E&DCR C44270
28,274
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The inspector found the above ACNs to have been gene-
rated in accordance with the guiding procedurcs. The
calculation associated with'ACN 15,795 was reviewed
and found to support the design change. The installa-
tion drawing had been properly revised.

No violations were identified.

5.3.5 Engineering Disposition of Nonconformances

5.3.5.1 Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation

Nonconformance and Disposition (N&D) reports are used to obtain
engineering direction as to acceptable disposition for an item
that currertly is not in accordance with the design criteria.
The disposition results in a course of action of accept-as-is;
scrap; rework; or repair. The inspector reviewed the following
N&Ds:

7280 7243 5771 6809
5146 7201 6829 3813
5145 6850 6824 3793
5800 5578 8949

The N&Ds were observed to have been properly generated,
reviewed and dispositioned.

The inspector reviewed the following engineering calculations
'~

and the associated N&D:

N&D Calculation

7285 NM(C)MS-4021
8996 Z739-0018

The calculations were found to substantitate the disposition of
the above N&D's.

The inspector reviewed the following engineering documents which
relate to small bore pipe support BZ-416-EG and the associated
embedment plate:

Affected
Document Drawings Issued Notes

ACN 10,972 BZ-416-EG 12-12-83 Moved support attachment to
embedment plate

N&D 6206 BZ-414-VY 2-10-84 Restricted any attachment to
EC-37-AH embedment plate w/o

engineering approval
E&DCR C18976 BZ-416-EG 3-6-84 Accepted BZ-416-EG attachment

per N&D 6206 restriction
N&D 6842 Voided Superceded by N&D 7120

.__ ._.___.._. _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . - _ - . _
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N&D 7120 BZ-414VY 4-11-84 Accepted attachment BXZ-416-EG.
BZ-416-EG to embedment plate |

EC-37-AH
|

Due to the proximity of BZ-414-VY Hilti mounted base plate to the
existing embedment plate, N&D 6206 was issued which prohibited
any attachment to the embed without having engineering approval.

-A note was to be added, per N&D 6206, to drawing EC-37-AH to
denote the restricted embedment. The inspector examined EC-37-AH
and found the N&D note to have been mis-incorporated as attach-
ments were restricted to only a portion of the embedment plate
which is contrary to the N&D disposition.

The inspector was informed that when N&D 6206 was issued, struc-
tural engineering was not aware that any attacments had been
planned for the embedment plate in question. However, ACN 10,972
had allowed BZ-416-EG to be welded to the embed. The installa-
tion of BZ-416-EG occurred after the engineering issuance of N&D '

6206. The engineering documents listed above which were issued
after N&D 6206 could have been avoided as small bore enginearing |

had allowed the attachment of BZ-416-EG and that attachment
should have been accounted for in the original disposition to
N&D 6206.

The failure of SWEC engineering to properly incorporate the N&D !

notc constitutes a further example of a design control weakness
,

previously identified in section 5.3.4.3.

The failure of SWEC engineering to maintain cognizance over
planned small bore support attachments to embedment plates con-
stitutes a weakness as it lead to an inadequate engineering
disposition to a nonconforming item. (410/84-18-02)

No violations were identified.

5.3.5.2 General Electric Company

A Field Deviation Disposition Request (FDDR) is utilized to pro-
vide GE disposition to nonconforming items detected within the
GE scope of supply. The inspector reviewed the following FDDRs:

FDDR

KG1-0044 Rev 0/1
KG1-0192
KG1-0210

The FDDRs had been appropriately reviewed and the dispositions |

were technically satisfactory.

.
No violations were identified.

i

l.
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5.3.6 SWEC Engineering Training Program

The inspector reviewed SWEC procedure EAP 2.4 which defines the
commitment to provide engineering personnel with the required
levels of ~ training. He was shown a SEG training matrix that iden-
tified the required formal classroom training that is necessary
for various engineering job titles. EAP 2.4 requires the man-
dated training to be completed within one year of assignment.
The inspector selected two engineers that have been onsite for
greater than one year; he reviewed their training records. The
review identified that one engineer had not completed the
required training for EAP 6.5, EAP 15.2, and ASME III classes.
The individual had received additional training beyond the mini-
mum requirements in other areas.

The failure of SWEC engineering management to ensure that sub-
ordinate engineering staff completes the requisite formal train-
ing within the specified time requirement is a weakness.
(410/84-18-03)

On December 12, 1984 a memorandum was issued from the Superinten-
dent of Engineering that directs:

all engineering personnel to attend the site orientation-

by 12/31/84

deficient mandatory classroom training to be accomplished-

in the first. quarter of 1985

assignment of a Site Engineering Group (SEG) training-

coordinator

Senior Discipline Engineers to assure junior engineering-

staff receive the required training.

No violations were identified.

5.3.7 Engineering Audits

The inspector reviewed the documents listed in sections 5.5.1
and 5.5.2 that pertain to performance of engineering audits.
The inspector then examined the audits listed below which
covered engineering activities:

NMPC Site Audit 36, August 22-26, 1983--

-- SWEC Engineering Assurance Audit 18, July 30-August 3, 1984
SWEC Engineering Assurance Audit 44, January 9-March 8, 1984--
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The inspector. reviewed SWEC Audit Observations 189, 207 and 211
and.the associated corrective actions. The' proposed corrective
actions addressed the identified concerns. Observation 189 dealt
with numerous inconsistencies betwen GE P& ids, FSAR figures and

.

'SWEC piping isometrics. The proposed corrective action plan was
to complete a review of the above documents by April 1985 and to
make the necessary_ amendments. The inspector contacted the
licensing project manager to assure that NRR was aware of the
potential for the FSAR to currently not fully represent the plant

' design.

'The inspector noted the extensive technical review performed on-
* .the RHR system within Engineering Assurance Audit 44. Extensive

resources were applied to the task and it was. evident from the
audit. findings that the review had been extremely thorough.
Further reviews of this typeson other plant systems would be
beneficial, Audit 44 represents a strength as the audit was
an.indepth review of the RHR system against the design require-
ments.

5.3.8 Document Control

..The CAT inspection had identified deficiencies.in the adequacy
of site document control systems. Current drawing revisions
were not available in the field and installation drawings did

J- not reflect the outstanding design changes. The inspector noted
that a recent INPO site audit identified a number of out of revi-
sion drawings in the field. He was further informed of a site

' wide document control audit performed in November. The audit
identified further examples.(33 out of 2337) out of revision
drawings and unavailability of change documents (166 out of
2337). As a result of the deficiencies, several contractors
closed their drawing issue stations subject to 100% verification

.

of the correct design documents.
f

The inspector noted an ITT drawing issue station at the 196 foot
elevation in the Reactor Building which was posted with a sign-
indicating the drawings could not be used for installation activ-
ities. Personnel were observed to be using the drawings, the

i inspector was informed by ITT that the station had been reaudited
and found satisfactory and that the sign in question was mis-
takenly not removed.

The inspector selected the following drawings from the 196 foot
elevation Reactor Building III issue station to verify against
document control records for proper-revision:

i

!
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Drawing Revision Drawing Revision

15066-13 V DP-340A 4
IS055-37 H DP-340BK- 4
IS021-70 C DP-340-ES 3
IS021-145 R DP-540K 2
IS021-158 F EP-11E 7
IS021-182 D E0-40L 5

The above drawings were verified to be the current issued design.

The inspector further sampled the Computerized Posting Record
(CPR) for the 196 foot drawing station:

Drawing Open Documents

EK-006B C01523/C23083/F20312
EK-022A P11283
EM-002A F10604/P11820/P12375
EZ-066ZB ACN5305/C51714/P02319/V50357/IG-1862
EZ-507ZF V40562

The above posting records were verified to be accurate.

A comparison was made between the accuracy of manual Document
Record Cards versus the CPR as follows for HPCS piping and flow

' diagrams:

Drawing Drawing

EP-78A FSK-27-4.0
EP-78C FSK-27-4A
FSK-27-4B FSK-27-4C

EP-78B

The inspector noted three inconsistencies between the open docu-
ments identified on the change cards in relationship to the com-
puter data base. The licensee investigated and found the com-
puter record to be accurate. The CPR is currently used by the
site as the official record of open change documents and the
manual system is scheduled to be discontinued in the near future.

The inspector was provided with drawing number and revisions-
currently in use in the field by fellow team members. He identi-
fied that ISO 25-9L was in a ITT planner package whereas revision
M had been issued on 11/13/84.

The identification of the out of revision drawing in concert
with INPO and licensee identified problems in document control
is a weakness in that the CAT identified issues have not been
resolved regarding site document control. (410/84-18-04)
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5.3.9- Design Interface Control

5.3.9.1 SWEC - General-Electric

A design information interface exists between the NSSS supplier
and the A/E. The inspector reviewed the flow of E&DCR and FDDR
information between the design organizations. The site GE
office maintains a tracking system that correlates GE and SWEC
documents. The inspector examined the following documents for
continuity of design information:

GE Design Document SWEC Design Document

FDDR KG1-0044 Deficiency Report 1138
FDDR KG1-192 N&D 6031
FDDR KG1-210 E&DCR F11, 416
FDI 017R1 E&DCR C18, 107

No inconsistencies were identified for the design interface
between GE and SWEC.

5.3.9.2 NMPC-SWEC

NMPC engineering has issued numerous letters to SWEC which direct
that design changes be implemented. The'NMPC direction can re-
sult from their knowledge of operating ' plant experience or other
factors. The inspector examined the following letters from NMPC
to SWEC:

NMPC Letter

5579 .

5659
6475

The inspector subsequently discussed the tracking and verifica-
tion of design change letters with NMPC personnel. He was in-
formed that SWEC maintains an open letter data base that tracks

(- the response to NMPC letters. However, NMPC has not implemented
'

a tracking system to assure the implementation of their design
direction sent to either SWEC or GE in the form of letter corres-
pondence.

The failure of NMPC to assure that their design directives are
; implemented is considered to be a weakness. (410/84-18-05)

5.3.10 Identification of Safety Related Components

The inspector reviewed FSAR section 3.2 for a description of
safety related components. He examined diagrams and drawings
related to the HPCS system. He further examined field installa-
tions of HPCS Diesel Generator auxiliary systems and he reviewed

|

L
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the SWEC Project Equipment System report which defines safety
related equipment. He identified that all the reviewed design
descriptions were consistent with respect to definition of com-
ponent QA categorization.

.

No violations were identified.

5.3.11 Inspection Procedure Deriviation from Engineering Criteria

The inspector reviewed the documents listed in section 5.5.2
relative to SWEC development of inspection procedures from engi-
neering criteria. The inspector obtained the QA review of speci-
fication E061A, Revision 9. During'the subject review, QA was
provided the opportunity to make comments and recommend changes
to the specification.

The inspector interviewed QC personnel and was informed that all
the associated electrical QC inspection plans were reviewed for
consistency with the newly revised specification. The inspector
observed that SWEC inspection plans are additionally reviewed and
concurred with by the site engineering group.

No violations were identified.

5.3.12 Site Interviews

The inspector conducted five interviews of site personnel. The
purpose of the interviews was to ascertain if the employees had
any quality concerns; had been the subject of harassment; and
if management was responsive to their concerns. The individuals
indicated that they had no quality concerns, that they had not
been harassed and that management was generally responsive in

; resolving their problems. The inspector was informed that ITT
; QC personnel have shifted to greatly expanded work hours of 5
' twelve hour shifts plus 2 eight hour weekend shifts. The concern

of potential for pressures on QC to mount is further discussed
j in section 4.0 of this report.

| 5.4 Conclusions

In the area of design control, the following strengths and weaknesses
have been identified.

I

j' 5.4.1 Strengths
!

j' The indepth Engineering Assurance Technical Audit Program expend-
,

ed significant resources were expended to conduct a thorough
t review of the RHR system. This form of audit conduct has identi-

fied substantive findings and is encouraged for other plant
system design reviews.

|

|

_
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5.4.2 Weaknesses

Failure of SWEC engineering to_ properly incorporate an N&D*

note onto a design drawing and failure to highlight a sec-
tion of revised design drawing.

Failure of SWEC engineering to maintain cognizance over*

planned small bore support attachment points to embedment
plates.

Failure of SWEC site engineering staff to receive all the*

requisite training within a timely manner.

Failure of NMPC to verify the implementation of the design=

change directives issued to SWEC and GE.

Failure to fully correct plant document. control problems*

originally identified by NRC CAT inspection 50-410/83-18.

5.5 Documents Reviewed

5.5.1 Niagara Mohawk

NMPC QA Manual for Nuclear Reactors Design and Construction
Phase (Sections 3, 4, 6, 15 and 18)

FSAR Section 1.8, 2.2, 6.3, 9.4

Project Guideline (PG) 2, " Design Review of QA Category I
Nuclear Safety Related System"

PG 33, " Processing of Engineering Change Notices (ECNs)

PG 34, " Identifying, Tracking and Responding to Commitments
made by NMPC to the NRC"

PG 41, "NSSS Design and Engineering Interface"

PG 61, " Processing of Changes to Elementary Diagrams (ESKs)"

Pg 75, "NMP2 N&D Program - NMPC Interface";

Project Procedure (PP) 16, " Engineering and Design Coordination
Reports E&DCR's"

PP 24, " Handling of Nonconformance and Disposition Reports"

PP 70, " Site Engineering Group"

PP 77, " Advance Change Notices"

Project Requirement 10, " Advance Change Notice (ACN) Program
Requirements";

t
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Quality Assurance Procedure (QAP) 3.10, " Review of Design
Control Activities"

QAP 19.02, " Quality Engineering - Surveillance Activities"

5.5.2 Stone and Webster

Engineering Assurance Procedure (EAP) 2.4, " Indoctrination,
Continuing Education and Certification Requirements"

EAP 2.5, " Preparation and Control of SW Regulatory Guide
Positions and SW Branch Technical Position Policies"

EAP 2.12, " Control of Licensing Commitments"

EAP 3.1, " Verification of Nuclear Power Plant Designs"

EAP 3.3, " Site Engineering"

EAP 3.4, " Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) Supplier Design
Interface with the Stone and Webster Design"

EAP 3.6, " Definition of Quality Assurance Categories"

EAP 3.7, " Preparation; Review, Approval and Control of System
Descriptions"

EAP 3.9, " Effective Dates of Codes and Standards"

EAP 4.13, " Processing of Project Specifications"

EAP 5.1, " Preparation and Control of Manual and Computerized
Calculations"

EAP 5.3, " Preparation and Control of Manual and Computerized
Calculations"

! EAP 5.11, " Preparation, Review and Approval of Elementary
! Diagrams (ESKs)"

EAP 6.1, " Document Control"

i EAP 6.5, " Preparation, Review, Approval and Control of Engineer-
| ing and Design Coordination Reports (E&DCRs) Computerized Logg-
' ing and Tracking System"
t

| EAP 15.2, " Handling of Nonconformance and Disposition Reports
(N&Ds) by Engineering"'

| EAP 18.1, " Audits"
i
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Quality Assurance Directive (QAD) 3.1, " Review of SWEC
Technical Documents"

'

QAD 5.3, " Resolution of Conflicts Between Quality Standard and
Project Specification"

QAD 10.14, " Field Quality Control Inspection Planning"

Quality Standard (QS) 4.2, " Inspection System Planning"

QS 6.1, " Document Control"

QS 15.1, "Nonconformance and Disposition Report"

Diagram FSK 23-6E, " Flow Diagram Reactor Building Floor Drains"

Diagram FSK-27-4 0/A/B/C, " Flow Diagram High Pressure Core Spray"

Diagram FSK-8-9-C, " Flow Diagram Standby Diesel Generator Fuel"

Drawing EP-60A-5 and EP-608-3, " Air Start Up Piping Standby
Diesel Generator"

Drawing EC-58BC-3, " Outline Roof Plan Diesel Generator Building"

Drawing EC-5880-2, " Wall Elevations Diesel Generator Building"

5.5.3 Reactor Controls

QA Manual Section 2, " Engineering and Document Control"

Quality Assurance Instruction 5-2, " Instruction for Engineering
Drawings and Engineering Change Notices"

5.5.4 General Electric

Design Specification 22A1483, "High Pressure Core Spray
System / Design Specification"

Design Data Sheet 22A1483AB, "High Pressure Core Spray
System / Design Data Sheet",

Drawing 731E950AF, " Flow Control Diagram - High Pressure Core
Spray System"

Drawing 731E931AF, "P&ID High Pressure Core Spray System"
.

Drawing 731E932AF, "High Pressure Core Spray Process Diagram"

Drawing 807E172TY, "High Pressure Core Spray Elementary"

_
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Drawing 807E183TY, "High Pressure Core Spray"

Drawing 9435E400, " Annunciator Circuit 2600 KW 4160V"

5.5.5 References

ANSI N45.2-77, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements for
Nuclear Facilities"

ANSI N45.2.11-74, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the
Design of Nuclear Power Plants"

Regulatory Guide 1.95, " Protection of Nuclear Power Plant
Control Room Operators Against an Accidental Chlorine Release"

Regulatory Guide 1.137, " Fuel-Oil Systems for Standby Diesel
Generators"

ANS 59.51 " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators"

6.0 Quality Assurance Independent Overview

6.1 Areas Inspected

A review was made of the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC) and
Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) Quality Assurance
(QA) Programs as they relate to construction of Nine Mile Point 2.
This review was to determine that controls for monitoring quality
related construction activiites were provided and effectively imple-
mented with respect to identifying and correcting quality related
problems, Safty Analysis Report (SAR) commitments, and regulatory
requirements. The following aspects of the programs were included
in this review.

Interface responsibility and controls of both NMPC and SWEC QA--

organizations.

Independence of the QA organizations.--

-- Methodology to effect QA program char.ges caused by new regulatory
requirements, findings of overview efforts (e.g., assessments,
audits, surveillances, inspections of hardware and work activi-
ties, NRC inspections).

-- NMPC and SWEC QA roles in project planning and management
| i nterf act_ s.
t

-- Planning and scheduling audits, surveillances and inspections
and implementation of same.

:

I
;
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-- Corrective action programs and trending of quality elements.

-- Management commitment to quality and the QA organizations.

-- Certification, qualification and training of QA/QC personnel.

QA/QC personnel interviews to identify any acts of management--

intimidation, bypassing or circumventing established procedures,
and/or non support by supervision / management.

Also, tours were made of storage facilities / warehouses, the SWEC
measuring and test equipment (M&TE) calibration facility and records
storage areas.

6.2 Organization

Major organizational re-alignments have been instituted within both
the NMPC.and SWEC QA organizations within the past year. These
changes were based on NMPC management commitments that resulted from
NRC enforcement action that was based on IE Construction Assessment
Team negative inspection findings.

The NMPC onsite QA staff of approxiately 60 individuals is directed
by an onsite Manager-QA Projects. One of the four major subdivisions
is responsible for monitoring ongoing activities by conducting sche-
duled and unscheduled QA surveillances. Within this group, four
supervisors of discipline areas (welding /NDE, mechanical, electrical,
civil / structural) report to the Manager-Quality Engineering. Another
major group which reports to a supervisor is responsible for imple-
menting the onsite audit program. The remaining two groups divide
various other QA duties.

A Project QA Manager directs the SWEC onsite QA organization of approx-
imately 200 individuals who perform independent inspections of selected
activities and conduct monitoring (surveillance) of ongoing activities.
The QC subdivision is responsible for first level inspection and is
larger than the other seven QA subdivisions combined. A Field Quality
Control (FQC) Resident Manager directs this group and reports to the
Project QA Manager. This group is further subdivided into three areas
along discipline and functional activity responsibilities with an

- Assistant Superintendent of FQC directing each. This is a typical
SWEC FQC organization with the exception of establishing a specific
QA surveillance sub group for each of the three contractors that
operate under their own QA programs. QA Engineers are also assigned
to monitor design activities and an Engineering Assurance Engineer
located offsite (Cherry Hill, New Jersey offices) reports to the
Project QA Manager.
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6.3 Findings

6.3.1 Interfaces and Communications

The NMPC and SWEC QA organizations have established a number of
formal and informal interfaces and communications between them-
selves and other groups such as construction and projects. .The
impact of the following project interfaces was readily apparent
during the review of other areas discussed herein.

-- Weekly staff meetings

Monthly project meetings where QA gives a formal presenta---

tion

-- The widely distributed printed report booklet of the monthly
project meeting

-- Input to the Quality Performance Management Program (QPMP)

-- NMPC QA approval of SWEC/sub-contractor placement of
onsite QA/QC management / supervision

-- SWEC QA approval of subcontractor placement of onsite QA/QC
management / supervision

Day to day contacts and informal, meetings (evident during--

discussions / interviews and observed)

The QPMP indicator / trending system is well thought out and inte-
grates all projects disciplines and contractors. The indicators
provide insight into the actual and potential problems of produc-
tion and inspection and there are indications that the program
is working. The QPMP is a strength from a programmatic view.

,

6.3.2 Audits

A new biennial NMPC QA audit schedule has been developed for
1984-86. Thirty six audits are to be conducted in more than two

dozen functional activities / areas with annual audits of selected
areas (e.g. , sub-contractors, SWEC, electrical activities). Four
routine scheduled and one special unscheduled audits have been
completed since the September 1984 base date. Additionally, four
assessment type audits have been completed since the current
supervisor of the audit group assumed his duties at the start of
September 1984. It was noted that two and four NMPC QA auditors
respectively participated in the two most recent audits conducted
by the SWEC offsite Engineering Assurance group. Scheduled
audits have averaged approximately twenty man-days with two to
three times more resources expended for the special audits.

. .. .- - . . ,.-
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Site Audit package #33, JCI-8, RCI-5, ITT-12 and ITT-15 were
reviewed and their adequacy and effectiveness were verified
including the following.

comprehensiveness of audit checklists--

appropriateness of the attributes / characteristics--

reasonable sampling as r.eeded--

meaningful and timely corrective actions--

-- compliance with licensee commitments and established
procedures

The four " assessment audits" were exceptionally comprehensive
'and not compliance oriented in their approach. The results of
these audits almost tripled the number of Corrective Action
Reports (CARS) that document deficiencies identified during
audits and other escalated corrective actions. A concern on the
backlog of CARS is discussed in paragraph 6.3.5.

It was noted that both the NMPC and SWEC audit effort had been
significantly upgraded in quality as well as quantity in the
past year.

6.3.3. Surveillances

The SWEC QA Surveillance groups have recently developed matrices
for scheduled and unscheduled monitoring of ongoing activities.
One of the uses of these matrices is to preclude the possibility
of not regularly addressing a given activity. Scheduled sur-
veillances address both program and " hardware" oriented activi-
ties, while unscheduled surveillances are almost exclusively
" hardware" oriented. The three major contractors operating
under their own QA Programs have been scheduled for two surveil-
lances annually per each section of their respective QA Manuals
and specific checklists have been developed. An example of a
matrix for unscheduled surveillances is the ITT-Grinnell, a
major contractor, one that identifies 22 activity areas such as
rigging and handling, welding, and valve assembly / disassembly.
Unscheduled surveillances conducted without a checklist are
documented on a "C Inspection Report" which is very descriptive.

The NMPC QA Surveillances are conducted according to the three
classic disciplines (i.e., I&C/ Electrical, Mechanical). The
supervisor of each discipline group has developed a matrix for
scheduling purposes. An example is the I&C/ Electrical matrix
that covers 26 weeks in 24 functional areas (e.g., conduit / cable /
tray installations, terminations, equipment and material storage).
In excess of 1320 surveillances including eight " owner hold
points" have been conducted.
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The NMPC and SWEC QA surveillances are the stongest aspects of
the QA/QC overview effort.

6.3.4 Independent Inspections

Specifications establish those inspections that engineering
determines should be done to ensure quality. The specific
inspections are then incorporated into appropriate inspection
plans / procedures. All active inspection plans are currently
undergoing review and revision to provide more detail to the
user, such as specific acceptance criteria, attributes and
requirements. It was noted that inspection personnel along
with QA Senior Engineers are physically located throughout the
site where the actual work occurs.

The implementation of independent inspections and inspector per-
formance was also examined during the review of functional
activities discussed in other paragraphs of this report.

6.3.5 Corrective Action and Trend Analysis

The Corrective Action Report (CAR) is the main vehicle for ini-
tiating, completing and following up corrective actions. CARS
84-077 through 84, 86, 87, and 021 through 0121 through 0125,
and 0127 were reviewed in depth and appropriate, effective and
timely corrective actions were verified. The almost tripling of
the number of issued CARS resulting from the findings of four
recent " Assessment Audits" (see paragraph 6.3.2) raised concerns
that (1) the corrective action system may become overloaded with
respect to completing and followup of corrective actions, (2) a
number of CARS addressed differing examples of what appeared to
be an underlying generic problem, and (3) the QA/QC effort might
be diverted from its basic overview function.

.The above concerns were discussed with NMPC and SWEC QA/QC man-
agement during a meeting requested for this purpose. The follow-
ing statements by the NMPC Manager QA Projects and the SWEC
Project Quality Assurance Manager alleviated the expressed con-
cerns for the immediate future.

An onging review will consolidate those CARS that indicate--

generic problems

-- A reduction of the time needed to resolve questions on cor-
rective action requirements and to complete those corrective
actions will be attempted

Enhancement of inspection plans / procedures will be accom---

plished by (1) identification of existing procedures, (2)
prioritization of revising those procedures, and (3) enhance-
ment of details provided by those procedures
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The adequate, effective and timely accomplishment of the above
is an unresolved item (410/84-18-09).

A part of the Quality Performance Management Program (QPMF)
report includes a quality trending analysis. The line graphs
developed for trends, planning, and performance indicators are

-quantitative in nature. Audit findings, CARS, and inspection
reports are also listed as to their numbers (quantitative). A
measure of qualitative analysis is introduced when the group /
person responsible for developing a given " commodity" graph
determines the cause of appropriate deficiencies and the corroc-
tive measures required.

6.3.6. Staffing and Personnel Qualifications

Active recruiting is ongoing to fill the four open positions in
the NMPC.QA organization. The personnel folders of eight QA
auditors were reviewed and they indicated these individuals all-
had extensive background and experience for their duties. The
auditor qualification folders were very well organized and in-
cluded sections on certification, resume, training and reading
list. The certification of auditors includes certifying the
statements made by an individual on such things as education and
experience. The methodology closely parallels that described in
IE Circular 80-22.

The SWEC auditor and surveillance personnel are all permanent
employees. Open positions are filled by personnel from other
locations on a temporary or permanent transfer basis. Inspection
personnel are either SWEC employees or contracted individuals.
Wnen additional inspectors are needed they are usually acquired
through contracting. Inspector knowledge and qualifications
were evaluated during the review of areas as described in other
paragraphs of this report.

SWEC QA management is tracking the ratio of QA/QC personnel vs.
workers, and the average QC hours needed to inspect vs. the num-
ber of inspections completed as part of the QPMP program.

6.3.7 Plant Tours

.The SWEC measuring and test equipment caliteration facility was
toured. The logging, storing, tracking, etc. of instruments was
very well organized. There were a number of examples of up-to-
date calibration reference equipment and environmental controls
were well established. The orderliness and cleanliness of the
facility was commendable. Personnel were knowledgeable which
was reflected by the appearance and operation of this facility.
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The SWEC warehouse and storage areas of the four major sub-
contractors were toured. The condition of the ITT outside stor-
age area had improved markedly over that described in recent
audit findings. The other areas also showed improvement over
that described in the recent audit findings. However, it was
identified that the existing shelf life program may not consider
those components (safety related-non IE) that contain nonmetallic
parts subject to aging deterioration and the use of shelf life
information to assure such components contain acceptable parts
for the operations phase of the plant. This question is being
researched further by NMPC QA and is unresolved pending verifica-
tion that the shelf life program includes the above.
(410/84-18-06)

The SWEC and four major sub-contractors records storage facili-
ties were toured. None meet the requirements of ANSI N45.2.9 to
which NMPC is committed. This has been identified during pre-
vious audits including one of the recent "Assessrent Audits" and
some improvement in conditions was noted. Corrective action is
ongoing and the audit findings are open.

7.0 Pipe Installation, Welding and Nondestructive Examination (NDE)

7.1 Areas Inspected

The purpose of this inspection of the high pressure core spray (HPCS)
and the reactor water cleanup system piping was to determine that the
piping and hanger instaliations are being performed in accordance
with FSAR commitments, design requirements, applicable codes, specifi-
cations and procedures. Included in this inspection is the location
of piping and hangers, use of proper welding and inspection procedures,
and review of the materials utilized for this piping system. Com-
pleted work, records of completed work including required QC inspec-
tions, work in progress, and qualification of welding personnel were
included in the areas examined during this inspection.

7.2 Organization

Installation, welding, NDE, QA and QC inspections of this large bore
piping is performed by ITT/Grinnell. SWEC performs quality surveill-
ance and auditing, while the licensee performs only quality audits
over the activities of ITT/Grinnell.

ITT/Grinnell provides weld data sheets for the safety related pipe
welds. These are checked by QC prior to issue to insure that the
proper hold points and surveillance inspection items are indicated on
the data sheets. The work data sheets may be prepared long before
actual welding commences which in some cases requires changes in the
revisions to the inspection and welding procedures indicated on the
weld data sheet. Welding is initiated by issuance of the required
welding material. If initial welding operations are required in the

L_
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set up stage, this welding is permitted with the first quality sign-
off being the finished fit up of the joint. Where supplementary
inspection points are required, such as heat input checks, they are-
added to the weld data sheets.

The welders name, identifying symbol and weld material type, size'and
heat number are entered on the weld data sheet. The welder's qualifi-
cation for the work to be performed is checked by the weld material
issue attendant and the welding supervisor. Field QC inspectors per-
form inspections and/or NDE prior to welding, during welding and at
the completion of welding as indicated by hold points on the weld
data sheet.

7.3 _ Findings

The inspectors examined portions of the reactor water cleanup (RWCU)
and high pressure core spray (HPCS) system; the program for controll-
ing pipe and pipe supports installation; welding and inspection; qual-
ification of personnel; weld records and procedures; and special weld-
ing operations. Interviews were held with welders, welder supervisors
and welding QC inspectors.

7.3.1 Walkdown Inspection of HPCS and Reactor Water Cleanup Piping
System

The inspector performed a walkdown inspection of portions of the
HPCS system identified below to compare the current as-built con-
ditions to the design drawings and ASME Code Section III require-
ments. The HPCS system loop was selected as a representative
sample of the safety related piping systems and the reactor
coolant pressure boundary piping system. The extent of the walk-
down was from the HPCS pump discharge to the reactor vessel
nozzle. This included IS0's CSH 25-8,-9, and -10. ISO 25-10 has
Class 1 piping and supports. This code classification continues
to field weld (FW) 008 at isolation valve M0V107 in ISO CSH 25-9.
From this point on the line is Class 2 piping and supports in
accordance with the applicable portions of the ASME Code Sections
NC and NF.

The inspectors performed a walk-down inspection for the above
system and examined the installed piping to verify the conform-
ance with the ITT Grinnell isometric drawings, SWEC Flow Diagrams,
SWEC piping engineering and design, field fabrication and erection
specifications for ASME III, Code classes 1, 2, and 3 piping,
and ITT Grinnell spool drawings. The inspectors also reviewed

'

the design commitments in the FSAR and compared them with the
output design specifications and drawings to verify that they
were consistent. Various design parameters were selected such

j as pressure and temperature ratings and these values were com-
pared with the code plate data,'

i
|
|

|
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The inspectors made ovality checks at selected pipe spools and
welds by caliper measurements. The visual inspection of the
piping revealed no creases, wrinkles, flat spots or any other
defects that would have been incuded by improper fitup. The
ovality was within specification limits and ASME III, NC-4223.2
requirements.

The pipe lines inspected have not been given final QC sign-off
as completed nor have any of the piping field (butt) welds data
packages been given QC final document reviews.

Review of the weld data packages by the inspector indicated some-
what anamolous practices in recording heat input and verifying
weld area wall thickness following grinding for ISI. The current
quality program does not specifically require either heat input
checks for all welds, where impact tested material is utilized,
nor does it specifically require that all welds ground for ISI
must be checked ultrasonically for wall thickness. When either
of these items is indicated on the traveller for specific welds
it is a requirement for that weld. The Class 1 portion of the
pipe lines requires impact tested material; whereas, the Class 2
portion does not.

The inspector also reviewed the ITT/Grinnell shop data packages
for spool piece shop welds SW 004, 008, and 017 on CSH 25-9,
SW001, 005 and 020 shown on ISO CSH 25-8, and SW.010 and 011 on
ISO CSH 25-10. The ITT/Grinnell weld packages do not contain
the certified material test reports (CMTR) for the materials
utilized; it is permissible for vendors to maintain these records.
The inspector requested and obtained the CMTR's for spool piece
25-51X to demonstrate the availability and retreivability of
these records.

Visual inspection showed the weld centerline has been marked in
a "V" pattern using a center punch. These marks will be used
as reference points during inservice inspection.

The results of the weld data package review are reported in
Table 7.1.

The reactor water cleanup system piping from the outboard isola-
tion valve to the reactor inlet was selected for walkdown as
part of the safety related piping and reactor coolant pressure
boundary piping installation. Similar referenced documents were
reviewed as identified in the above paragraph. The referenced
documents and data are summarized in Table 7.2 along with HPCS
system parameters. The safety related equipment on this
installed piping is discussed under Section 9.0.

The installed piping conformed to the applicable referenced
documents.
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r Table 7.1
-

' Weld Data Package' Review

FW~~ . NDE Data Package "D" Meter- Heat Input Comments
LAcceptable in Field (1) Thickness Measurements

Readings.
,

IS025-8 _ . . ,

001 ~Yes No NR ----

002 Yes No NR-- --

003- Yes OK NR-- --

>004 Yes No NR-- --

005 - Yes (2)- -- -- --

'006 Yes-- -- -- --

007' Yes OK-- -- --

008- Yes-- --- -- --

009CP Yes -- -- --

4

~IS025-9
001 Yes -- No NR --

002 Yes No NR-- --

003 Yes No NR-- --

004 Yes No -NR-- --

006- No (3)
007 Yes
008 Yes Class 1,

010-013 Yes- NA NR' (4)--

-014 RT Reject NA NR---

'
015CP Yes NA NR,

016CP Yes --

'

1S025-10
~ . '

,
'

001 Yes (5) Yes--

002 Yes- No Yes--

.003 Yes No 'Yes--

i 004 Yes (5) Yes--

+ 005 (6) No Yes--

i. 006 Weld packages not complete for repair weld; no verification of
heat input controls for repair weld

i 007 (7) weld not complete
008 .Yes OK Yes
010 Data package does not contain RT disposition form
012CP .Yes -- -- --

,

(1) Weld data package not submitted by Field to Document Room
(2) Repair-weld data in field

|

. (3) Repairs not completed
.(4) Welds are on branch connections-

(5)' "0" Meter Thickness Rejection
(6) RT. Acceptable, PT not conducted to date
(7) LWeld not complete

:

,

L_ _
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*-TABLE 7.2
HPCS AND RWCU WALKDOWN INSPECTION

SWEC LINE DESCRIPTION ITT SWEC PIPE PIPING DATA OVALITY FSAR FIELD
DESIGNATION PIPING FSK SPOOL CLASS MAT.h RATING FINDING DATA FINDING

ISO NO. NO. DWG. SCH.

2-CSH-003-16-2 HPCS Pump 25-8; 27-4B NM-25-45 911 SA106 900 lb. Within Code ASME lil,Cl.2 Bullt 1983;
Di scha rge 25-9 Th ru Cr.B,Sch C.S. Limit. (1974, 1974 ASME Ill, Cl.2;

NM-53, 100(SMLS) Summer Addenda ) Compl ied with -
NM-25-55 Cat. 1, G r. B Drawings
NM-25-103

2-CSH-012-42-2 HPCS Disch. 25-9 27-4B NM-25-56 Same Same Same Within Code Same Complied with
from 16"x12" 27-4C NM-25-57 Limit D rawings
Red.to inlet
of 2CSH*MOV107

2-CSH-012-4-1 HPCS Disch. 25-9 27-4C NM-25-59 Same Same Same 19 ASME lil,Cl.1- Same
from Outlet (1974 with 1974
of 2CSH*MOV Summer Add. )
107 to inlet Cat. I, Gr. A
of penetr.Z14

2CSH-012-15-1 HPCS Disch. 25-10 27-4C NM-25-60 Same Same Same Within Code Same Same
from Outlet Thru Limit
of Z14 to NM-25-63;
Outlet of NM-25-143
2CSH*HCV120

2CSH-012-46-1 HPCS Disch. 25-10 27-4C NM-25-64 901 (SMLS) 900 lb. ,e Same Complied with
f rom Outlet SA106 C.S. D rawi ng s
of 2CSH"HCV120 G r. B,
to Red.12"x10" Sch.80

2CSH-010-27-1 HPCS Disch. 25-10 27-4C NM-25-64 Same Same Same Same Same Same
to Reactor
Nozzle N16

2CSH-016-43-2 Cond. Storage 25-1 27-4A, NM-25-21-1 153 SA312 150 lb. Selected Check ASME lil,Cl.2 Complied with
Tank Disch. 25-3 27-48, thru 5 TP304, S.S. Made and found (1974,1974 Drawings
inside Pipe 25-4 NM-25-12 Std.Sch. Within Code Summe r Add. )
Tunnel thru 20 Limit Ca t.1, C1.B
16"x14" Red.

2CSH-014-1-2 CST Disch. 25-4 27-4B NM-25-21 151 SMLS 150 lb. '' Same Same
f rom 16"x14" thru 23 SA-106 C.S.
to 2-CSH-020-2 Gr.B

Std.Sch.

2CSH-020-2-2 To Suction 25-5 27-4B NM-25-28 151 Same Same Same Same Same
of HPCS Pump NM-25-29
Nozzle

'
2WCS-008-87-1 RWCU Pump 09-6 26-3A NM-09-34 901 SMLS 900 lb. %t ASME lit, Cl.1 Completed with

Suction from NM-09-35 SA106 C.S. Ca t.1,Gr. A - Drawings
Reactor G r. 8,
Between Two Sch. 80
Iso. Valves

i
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As a consequence of visual inspection of a saddle joint attached
to a hanger on CSH 25-9, the. inspector questioned how the weld
joint preparation with the variable angle requirements and weld
bead sequences are translated to fabrication personnel. SWEC
indicated that this is detailed on sketch numbers SK-4710-MS-42-7,
-43-7, -44-6 and -47-6 which were reviewed by the inspector and
is an acceptable method of detailing this difficult fabrication
joint.

The inspectors concurred that the installed piping was in com-
pliance with the applicable documents.

7.3.2 Flare Bevel Joints Utilized in Hanger and Support Fabrications

In the process of the walkdown inspection, it was noted that
there was a variation in the welding of flare bevel joints.
This prompted technical discussions on the flare bevel welding
practice and previous unresolved item 410/84-14-03. The licen-
see and SWEC indicated that the current practice is to weld all
flare bevel joints flush. They stated that the AWS D1.1 Table
2.3.14, 5/16 R rule, for flare bevel effective throats has been
determined to be, on SWEC designed joints, only applicable to
solid bar to plate welds and not appropriate for tubular steal
construction. SWEC stated that the tubular steel sections pur-
chased for Nine Mile 2 meet the R=2t (minimum) domestic steel
practice where "R" is the tube steel corner radius and "t" is

the wall thickness. This was verified by random checks made by
the inspector. SWEC also stated that R=2t corner radius tubulars
were used in the procedural " proof" tests recommended in the AWS
D1.1 code, paragraph 2.3.1.4. SWEC stated that the effective
throat assumption utilized in engineering design is E=t-1/16
which is the largest throat taken credit for in flare bevel
designed joints. The procedural " proof tests" conducted by SWEC
indicated that the actual throats produced were E=t (minimum).
SWEC indicated that the E=S-1/8 rule is only utilized in the
design of partial penetration joints.

The curren+. rules stating the requirement to weld flare bevel
joints flush is indicated in P301F, P301J, and C081A. SWEC indi-
cated that the use of a flare bevel symbol with no size indicated
to the left of the symbol and the same symbol with a " flush" line
both mean to weld the joint flush.

The written response to UNR 410/84-14-03 indicated that flare
bevel joints designed by RCI for RCI fabrication utilize the
5/16R effective throat assumption. SWEC has design responsi-
bility for the ITT/Grinnell hangers therefore the SWEC " proof"
tests apply. The inspector reviewed the SWEC and Johnson
Controls procedural " proof" tests for flare bevel and flare-
flare joints. These tests were conducted in the 1G, 2G, 3G and
4G positions with various wall thickness tubulars using 3/32,
1/8 and 5/32" electrodes as appropriate. One of the preliminary
tests conducted by SWEC with a "t" of 3/8" resulted in one throat
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reading-of "t-1/16" whereas all of the_ rest of the readings
indicated the actual' throat to be'"t" minimum. In this case "E"
is the effective design throat of the weld and "t" is the tubular

~

steel wall, thickness. This was repeated and the results indi-
.cated the actual throat to be "t". One of the Johnson Controls

,

tests with a "t" of 1/4" indicated an actual throat greater'_than
t-1/16, but less than "t'.'. The thinner tubular steel flare
bevel-joints marginally exceed design assumptions and the thicker j
joints are overly conservative.

,,
.

The inspector.also questioned the interpretation of.the proper
included angle for single bevel partial penetration-weld joints

;' when no specific angle is specified in the weld symbol. Inter-
views with welding QC personnel indicated that the site interpre-
tation of this symbol is a 45* minimum angle. This was reiter-
ated in E&DCR CO2557 and revision to P301J, page 38.

.

{ During the review of welder qualifications, the question of
utilizing ASME SCIX qualified welders for AWS DI.1 (AISC)

L welding was raised. SWEC indicated this is permitted by inter-
pretation of AWS D1.1, paragraph 5.2, and the " Engineers" posi-
tion stated in P301F, page 2-28, lines 25.25-27.

-7.3.3 Verification of CMTR's by Independent Measurements.

The inspector performed independent measurements in the welding
and materials area by conducting verification tests on piping
and filler metal samples by making random samples of materials.*

Individual identification's were recorded and the certified
materials test reports (CMTR's) were obtained from document con-.m

. trol and checked for conformance to the ASME specifications.
|
'

Two (E308-16 and E309-16) shielded metal arc welding (SMAW)
electrodes were selected for the production of 2"x 2"x "

,

undiluted weld metal pads similar to Figure 3 of ASME Section II'

: C, SFA-5.6. The inspector witnessed portions of the welding
~

operations. These pads were produced for chemical analysis and
delta ferrite determinations,

i Five bare gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) filler metal / rods
'

(ERNicrMo-3, ER309, ER316L, ER308, and ER70S-2) were selected
for verification of chemistry to their appropriate SFA specif t-

|; cation requirements.
.

| Two seamless (SA312) stainless steel pipes were selected for ver-
ification of chemistry and conformance to ASTM A262, Practice E
sensitization requirements. One SA106 grade B pipe was selected,

! for verification of chemistry and tensile properties.

!

!

I
;

!
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Review of all of the applicable CMTR's indicated conformance of
these documents to the ASME Code requirements. Check of the
chemistry of the undiluted weld pads and the piping samples in
Region I with the Texas Nuclear Alloy Analyzer (to Region I
Procedure NDE-17) indicated conformance within the ASME specifi-
cation ranges.

The metallurgical tests conducted by an independent laboratory
verified the aforementioned attributes recorded in the CMTR's.

7.3.4 Special Welding Application - Valve Body ID Weld Overlay

The inspector reviewed the SWEC special welding applications
operations associated with repair of the main steam isolation
values (MSIV) indicated in N&D's 9697 and 9952. This repair was
initiated when it was determined that certain Crosby manufactured
valves exhibited a generic corrosion problem in the area of the
spool seats. The modification to the valves is based on ASME
SCXI, 1980 Edition including Winter 1980 Addendum, and will be
performed to meet the original fabrication code, ASME SCIII 1977
Edition including Addenda to Summer 1977 and Code Case N217-1.
The area of the SA350LF2 (P1, Group II) valve subject to corro-
sion is to be overlayed with SFA 5.14, Class ERNiCrMo-3 (F43)
filler metal deposited by the GTAW-ME process. Following the
overlay, the deposit is machined to a 32 RMS finish and penetrant-
tested. Although the valve body is a code pressure boundary, the
corrosion resistant weld metal cladding heat affected zone (HAZ)
is exempted in NB4335.2(a)(2) from impact testing requirements.
The valve manufacturer (Crosby) has indicated that removal of
150 mils (radially) is acceptable to meat ASME design wall mini-
mum requirements without analysis. SWEC indicated they have had
no instances which would encroach on the 150 mil metal removal
limitation.

As there are no requirements for impact testing of the procedure
qualification test assembly, the supplementary essential variables
of SCIX do not apply; therefore, the group number of P1 classiff-
cation has no significance in the procedure qualification test-
ing.

The inspector reviewed SWEC Procedure Qualificatopm Record (PQR)
H84-1 for manual GTAW overlay using ENRitrMo-3 on SA106 Grade B
base material. This was done with a 250F preheat temperature
and is dated 9/4/84. Procedure qualification for machine welding
by utilization of a manual method using the same process meets
SCIX requirements. The general welding proedure W3 and Technique
Sheets W3-16 (GTAW-ME) and W3-15 (GTAW-MA) were also reviewed.
The foregoing reviews verified conformance to ASME SCIX code
requirements.
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Performance qualifications for welding operators were conducted
on flat plates and on the ID of 24" diameter pipe (PQM 379 and
378 respectively). PQM 378 is a mockup performance qualification
which was conducted at Power Cutting, Inc. (PCI) under the SWEC
QA Program as the final phase of special operator training. All
of the welding operators have had previous experience with simi-
lar welding equipment. Performance qualification for manual GTA
welders was conducted on plate and the OD of 6" pipe. (PQM 380
and 381 respectively).

The machine welding is conducted remotely using a TV optics sys-
tem which is connected to the Arc Machines power source and con-
trols package. The remote welding is required due to the lack of
easy accessibility and high preheat. The welding operator can
observe the welding using a mirror and see the arc and molten
pool, location of the welding head and weld deposit appearance
behind the molten pool.

The inspector visually observed welding operations and post weld
finish machining operations. The inspector noted that supple-
mentary welding variable information giving " directions to the
welding operators was available as required. The preheat was
checked with a contact pyrometer.

The inspector reviewed training course documents for the welding
operators, Arc Machines calibration procedures and records, and
post weld finish machining surface inspection records.

The welding procedure met the requirements of SCIX and Code Case
N-217-1. With the techniques observed, the procedure produced
cladding with excellent appearance.

7.3.5 Repair of Vendor Supplied Material

The inspector observed welding operations, checked filler metal
requirements and revised E&DCR's related to the SWEC welding of
stainless steel tank 2IAS*TK14-38. Welding of the stainless steel
tank skirt to the tank base caused the tank base to distort
beyond the limits for proper joint fitup for welding the tank
base to the lh" thick carbon steel tank base plate. E&DCR C90540
proposed a fix by adding a carbon steel vertical ring which would
be fillet welded between the tank base and ih" thick carbon steel
base plate. E&DCR C90832 changed the fix to a SMAW weld buildup
with E309 to restore the fitup to proper tolerances. The inspec-
tor orignally questioned SWEC on the performance of welding
operations prior to initial fitup signoff which would verify
proper welding filler metals, preparation for welding, etc.
SWEC indicated that this weld buildup was being performed in
accordance with Appendix A of general welding procedure W-3
" Wide Gap Welding and Weld Buildup" which may be performed prior
to the first QC fitup signoff of the joint to be welded. The
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inspector concurred that this was permissible based on the QA
documents. The inspector also reviewed the applicable WPS
documents and welder qualification record for the subject weld
buildup operation.

No violations were identified.

7.3.6 Interviews

The inspector conducted interviews with QC inspection personnel
and welders in their work areas. The interviews were conducted
to determine if those interviewed were knowledgeable and quali-
fied in the functions of their jobs, to determine if they knew
of situations where work quality or safety was sacrificed for
any reason such as to meet construction schedules or if they had
been threatened or harassed in relation to the performance of
quality duties.

Documented interviews supported by other undocumented interviews
indicated those personnel interviewed were adequately trained
and qualified for the work performed. There was no indication
of harassment, intimidation or threats to ignore proper proce-
dures or quality checks. I

No cases of sacrificing quality for schedule or intimidation
were identified by those interviewed.

7.3.7 Licensee Action on Previously Ider,tified Items

(Closed) Unresolved Item-(410/84-14-03) Flare bevel weld joints.
The questions raised were adequately answered as indicated in
paragraph 7.3.2. This item is considered to be closed.

7.3.8 Independent Measurements

During the recent NRC inspection conducted at Nine Mile Nuclear
Station Unit 2 between December 10 and December 14, 1984 the
following independent measurements were made in conjunction with
the piping and piping support examinations:

Visual Examination - Thirty-five fillet and flare bevel weld-
ments of small bore safety related pipe hangers were inspect-
ed for size, surface and overall workmansihp. In addition
to weld examinations, a dimensional inspection was performed
per as-built drawings. Weld inspection was performed per
NRC Region I procedure NDE 14, Revision 0.

|

t

|

|

l.
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Thickness Measurements - Six safety related pipe weldments
and adjacent base metal on the Residual Heat Removal system,
were examined per NRC Region I procedure NDE-11, Revision
0. Examination was performed using a Sonic Mark I Ultra-
sonic flaw detector with a 220 thickness adapter. Minimum
wall thickness was determined using the ASTM standard pipe
sizes and nominal thickness chart.

,

Concrete Anchor Bolts - Sixty safety related Hilti concrete
anchor bolts were ultrasonically inspected for length only.
Anchors were selected from Electrical and pipe supports.
Examination was performed per NRC Region I procedure NDE-18,
Revision 0. The examination verified correct bolt lengths
and embedment depths.

Data Review - The following documents were reviewed for
installation verification, and final weld data package for
SWEC small bore pipe hangers.

BZ415EN2 BZ452EF1 BZ452DC
BZ416EA3 BZ452KA2 BZ452FT
BZ452HT2 BZ421SX BZ410WH
BZ452GJ1 BZ450YW

The inspector verified, qualification records of four
welders who had performed welding on some of the above
listed hangers. Two of the welders are no longer employed,
but were properly qualified during the time the hangers
were being welded.

Results: No violations were identified.

!

I

L
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TABULATION OF WELDS VISUALLY EXAMINED

ISO /DWG WELD ACCEPT / REJECT

2RHS-012-7-2 SW009 ACC
66-19

2RHS-012-7-2 SW008 ACC
66-19

2RHS-016-5-2 FWOO7 ACC
66-16

2RHS-016-5-2 SWO13 ACC
66-16

2RHS-016-5-2 SWO14 ACC
66-16

2RHS-016-5-2 FWOO6 ACC
66-16

2BZ452-DC FW001 ACC
FW003 ACC
FWOO4 ACC
FWOO6 ACC
FWOO7A ACC

28Z412NG FW001 ACC
FW002 ACC
FWOO3 ACC

28Z452FT FW001 ACC
FW002 ACC
FW004 ACC

28Z410WH FWOO1 ACC
FW002 ACC

2BZ450MC FW001 ACC
FWOO2 ACC
FWOO3 ACC

28Z413EQ FW001 ACC
FW002 ACC
FWOO3 ACC
FW004 ACC

28Z421SX FW001 ACC
FWOO2 ACC
FWOO3 ACC
FWOO4 ACC
FW005 ACC
FWOO6 ACC
FWOO7 -ACC
FWOO8 ACC
FWOO9 ACC
FWO10 ACC

28Z450YW FW001 ACC
FW002 ACC

28Z451TZ FW001 ACC
FW002 ACC
FWOO3 ACC
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TABULATION OF HILTI BOLT LENGTHS CHECKED

ISO /DWG DIA LGTH CODE- NO. INSP. HILTI

28Z492WG
_

1" 12" T 4 "

2BZ-196-164-1. 1"' 12" T 4 "

2BZ196-146-1 1" 12" T 8 "

28Z452-PE 1" 12" T 12 "

2DFA-3186-CTC 1" 10" R 4 "

2DFA-3282-0T0 1" 10" R 4 a

2DFA-3285 1" 10" R 4 "

20FA-3435 1" 10" R 4 "
3

2DFA-3195 1" '10" R 2 "

"
- 1" 12" T 2 "

1 2 RPM *PNL1008 5/8" 6" J 4 "

ICB4 1/2" 6" J 8 "

d

f

!
.

,

t

.
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7.4 Conclusions

Based on the review of procedures, observation of ongoing work includ-
ing welding, walkdown of portions of the HPCS and RWCU system, exami-
nation of specific welds and records, evaluation of weld filler metal
control and issue and review of selected weld data sheets; the inspec-
tor concludes that the site welding function is under control by site
supervision and management utilizing a core of competent, qualified
craftsmen. The inspection functions of licensee site QC including
NDE are in evidence as is overcheck of the system by QA.

No violations were identified.

7.5 Documents Reviewed

Portions of the following were reviewed in conjunction with the piping
and welding inspection.

SWEC General Welding Procedure W-3*

SWEC Weld Technique Sheets W3-15 and 16*

SWEC Procedure Qualification Record (PQR) H84-1*

Applicable ASME Section IIC SFA Specifications*

ITT/Grinnell Visual Examination of Welds FQC 4.1-4-7*

SWEC Performance Qualification Methods (PQM) 378, 379, 380 and*

381
ASME Code Case N-217-1*

12/6/84 SWEC Qualified Welders List*

SWEC P301F, P301J, P301C*

ITT/Grinnell F-H-101N-3 (SWEC P301N)*

SWEC Spec. No. NMPC-P301A,R.1 - Piping, Engineering and Design*

SWEC Spec. No. NMP2-P3018, R.3 - Shop Fabricated Piping*

SWEC Spec. No. NM02-P301C, Field Fabrication and Erection of*

Piping
NMP2 FSAR Sections 6.3.1.2, 6.3.2.2, and 6.3.4.2. for HPCS*

System, 3.2 for classifications of structures, systems, and
components, 5.4.8 for RWCU system, and 9.2.6 for condensate
storage facilities interface with HPCS system
RWCU System Drawings: ISO 9-6, Rev. AD*

FSK 26-3A, Rev. 5
HPCS System Drawings: ISO 25-1, R.J; 25-3, RL; 25-4, RN; 25-5,*

' RP; 25-8, RH; R5-9, RM; 25-10, RK;
; FSK 27-4A, R.5; 27-48,R.5; 27-4C, R6;

Standard Line Designation Table (NMPC-SLDT)*

8.0 Electrical

8.1 Areas Inspected

As part of the electrical inspection performed at the site, the con-
st.ruction team members selected the High Pressure Core Spray system

,

| as the system that each member would perform an inspection in their

l
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respective disciplines. The electrical inspection of the high pres-
sure _ core spray system consisted of verifying the installation of
equipment from the 4160 volt bus, switchgear, motor control centers,
cables and raceways to the valve operators.

In addition to the High Pressure Core Spray system, an inspection was
conducted of the installation and application of the quality program
associated with the following: Johnson Controls, Inc. instrumentation
contractor and Stone and Webster installation of the electrical
switchgear, motor control centers, battery rooms, raceway and cable
installations, protection and cleanliness requirements, nonconformance
systems, audits and the status of items identified by the NRC Correc-
tive Action Team inspection of March 20, 1984.

8.2 Organization

The Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) is providing the
engineering, construction and inspection function for the field
-installation of the electrical equipment, at this site. Also, the
electrical connections from the field installed hardware to the
nuclear steam system (NSS) supplied equipment is inspected by S&W
quality control inspectors.

8.3 Findings

8.3.1 High Pressure Core Spray System (HPCS)

The electrical system for the HPCS is the purple colored system
at this site. The only motor operated valve (MOV) for the HPCS
was valve V107. Inspection of the piping system identified that
valve V107 was located per the piping and instrumentation draw-
ings, but motor operator for the valve was not installed in the
system. The motor operator was returned to the vendor for the
installation of a qualified brake.

Division three, which supplies power for the HPCS, is supplied
from diesel generator 2EGS*EG2. The associated equipment for
this system, that the inspector verified, consisted of the
following equipment:

Power Source Identification Equipment Rating
Description

2 ENS *SWG102 2CSH*P1 HPCS Pump 3,000 hp
2EHS*MCC201 2CSH*P2 Standby water leg 10 hp

pump E22-C003
2EHS*MCC201 2EGA*C3 DG2 air compressor 7.5 hp
2EHS*MCC102 2HVC*UC102 HPCS Switchgear 5 hp

room unit cooler
2EHS*MCC102 2HVP*FN2A DG2 exhaust fan 2A 30 hp
2EHS*MCC102 2HVP*FN2B DG2 exhaust fan 2B 30 hp
2EHS*MCC102 2HVP*UC2 DG2 unit cooler 1 hp

HPCS DG room
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Power Source Identification Equipment Rating
Description

2EHS*MCC102 2HVR*UC403A Reactor building .2x8 hp
HPCS separator
cooler

2EHS*MCC201 2HVR*UC403B Reactor building 2x8 hpr

HPCS separator
cooler

2EHS*MCC201 2 LAC *XLE03 Lighting 30 kVA
transformer

2EHS*MCC201 2SCV*XD200P Distribution 25 kVA
transformer

2EHS*MCC201 MOVs(1) 30 hp-
2EHS*MCC201 DG2 Auxiliaries 24 kW
2EHS*MCC201 2BYS*CHGR2C1 Div III 10 kW

battery charger
2EHS*MCC201 28YS*CHGR2C2 Div III 10 kW

battery charger

In each of the above equipment, the inspector verified that qual-
ity control records for equipment, installation raceways, cable
testing and termination records of the inspected hardware were
complete and accepted by the responsible quality organization.
In many cases the above equipment was installed in place with
the preventive maintenance criteria of the specification being q

applied at this time.

During the inspection of the installed HPCS pump motor 2CSH*P1,
the inspector witnessed the meggering of the 4160 volt cable for
this motor. At the completion of the test the cable ends were
sealed and supported as required. In the same area of the HPCS
pump the inspector noted that installed Johnson Controls, Inc.
(JCI) instrumentation tubing was bent and ends broken off. The
licensee has identified this problem and is developing a method
to reduce the amount of damage to this type of installation.
The damage to JCI installed tubing has been identified by the

' NRC inspection report 50-410/84-11.

Throughout the site, the inspector found electrical and instru-
mentation equipment protected from dirt as required by S&W stor-
age specification SM01. In two isolated areas, the safety related
battery rooms and the purple diesel generator equipment
2CESX1PNL413 and 2CEL*INPL 414 the protective covers were left
open allowing dirt to enter the area and equipment. The licen-

^

see took immediate corrective action to correct the problem.

No violations were identified.

|
,
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8.3.2 Quality Control Records - Electrical Instrumentation

The inspector-revieired the quality control installation records
for both the switch, ear and the instrumentation and tubing asso-
ciated with the HPC3. The SWEC records for the switchgear and

.the HCI records for the instrumentation and tubing were in com-
pliance with the QA program and QC inspection criteria.

No violations were identified.

8.3.3 Raceway, Cable and Instrumentation Tubing Installation

The' inspector reviewed the records for the raceway
installations anG verified by inspection that the raceways from
the 4160 volt switchgear (purple) to the 480 volt motor control
centers (MCC) were installed per the drawings.

The purple (P) cables were traced by the inspector from the 4160
volt switchgear to the 480 volt (MCC). The cables from the pur-
pie panels 2CES*1PNL413 and 2CEL*INPL414 to the diesel generator
were pulled and coiled, but not terminated during this inspection
period.

Using the cable pull tickets and walking the raceway system, the
inspector verified that the cables were in the assigned raceways
and were located as listed on the pull cards.

8.3.3.1 Independent Measurements

The instrumentation tubing in the Purple Diesel and HPCS
Pump areas were inspected by the inspector at the same time
that the cable and raceway systems were being inspected.
Using a tubing indicator instrument, the inspector verified
that the primary sensing line slopes were 1/2 inch per foot
for pressure devices and 1 inch per foot for flow or diffe-
rential pressure devices. The tubing lines measured by the
inspector were within the drawing tolerance, but it should
be noted that the lines inspected were still in the process
of being installed. The inspector measured 50' lines in the
diesel, HPCS pump area and the containment building.

No violations were identified.

8.3.4 Nonconformance and Disposition Reporting System and Engineering
and Design Coordination Report System

Nonconformance and Disposition Reports (N&D's)

The inspector reviewed and verified that the nonconformance and
disposition system (N&D's) and the Engineering and Design Coordi-
nation Reports (E&DCR's) in the electrical area were reviewed by
management, closed in a reasonable time, action was complete and
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closed and a Stone and Webster tracking system does identify N&D's
that are not closed within 30 days. N&D's not closed within 30
days are listed as overdue, but _the methods of identifying long
term N&D's is not identified in this system.

Stone and Webster is in compliance with their procedures QS-IS,
"Nonconformance and Disposition Report", QS-16.1, "S&W Problem
Report System", and QS-16.2, " Notifying Charts of Potentially

. Reportable Deficiencies Under 10 CFR 50.55(e)" or QS-16.3,
" Identifying and Reporting Defects and Failures to Comply Under
10 CFR 21."

No violations were identified.

Engineering and Design Coordination Reports (E&DCR's)

During the review of selected E&DCR's, the inspector verified
that the affected documents referenced were to be changed at the
next revision cycle of the document. In most instances the elcc-
trical specification E-061A was affected by the E&DCR's that
were reviewed by the inspector and they were incorporated into
the drawing.

No violations were identified.

8.3.6 Quality Assurance Inspection Reports (QAIR's)

The inspector selected QAIR's of the Purple system for review to
verify compliance with specification criteria. The attribute

criteria of the QAIR's were as follows:
-- Installation Documents

Identification--

Physical Integrity--

Protective Measures--

Connectors (Type)--

Separation--

Cleanliness--

Seals--

-- Grounding
-- Buswork

Protective Devices--

Of the selected inspection reports (IR's) the attributes used by
the quality control inspector were acceptable and verified or thei

problems were identified, reinspected and closed by the quality
control organization. The inspector verified on closed QAIR's
that the quality assurance organization had reviewed, signed and
dated their acceptance of the data in the corrective action
columns.

:

No violations were identified.

.
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8.3.6 LHigh~ Pressure Core Spray System - Electrical QAIR's

During a review of the electrical QAIRs associated with the High
Pressure Core Spray System (HPCS), the inspector verified that
approximately 197 limitorque operators are being reviewed to
determine their qualification status. As discussed in paragraph

- 8.3.1, . the limitorque operator _ for valve 107 was-' returned to the
supplier to have a qualified brake system added to the unit. The
licensee will determine the status of each series of limitorque

~

operators used at this site. This status will be part of the
IEB 79-01B report that is supplied to the NRC.

No violations were identified.

8.3.7 Electrical and Instrumentation Audits

The inspector verified that audits and surveillances of the elec-
trical and instrumentation program were performed by the_ Licensee,
Stone and Webster and Johnson Controls, Inc. The audit reports
as a minimum defined the scope, instructions, findings and resol-
ution of findings.

The audits of Johnson Controls, Inc., performed by SWEC, were
reviewed by the inspector and verified by inspection of the items
identified in the findings section of the audit reports. The
inspector selected SWEC audits of JCI that covered the period
from the last quarter of 1983 through the 4th quarter of 1984.
Stone and Webster audit reports defined the purpose and had a
scope, conclusion and observation / recommendations section. The
audit reports identified previous audit findings that were open
and carried them in the audit system as open items. This system
is described in more detail in the quality assurance section of
this report. The resolution of findings identified in the audit
reports were answered in a timely manner with method and closing
action listed.

Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI) performed surveillance inspections
of their work and documented them on an Inspection Report - Type
C form. The inspector reviewed 52 of these IR's and verified
approximately 20% of the IR corrective actions.

A quality assurance trend analysis report is issued monthly by
JCI. In addition to listing and identifying unsatisfactory con-
ditions, this report also lists proposed corrective actions. The
inspector reviewed reports from September 4, 1984 through Novem-
ber 27, 1984. The corrective actions to resolve unsatisfactory
conditions of these reports were sound and corrected the problem.
Some corrective actions are long term and were not completed
during this inspection period.

No violations were identified.
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8.3.8 - Site Interviews

~The inspector conducted interviews with licensee and construction
craft personnel in both the office and field work areas. The

interviews were conducted to determine if those interviewed were
knowledgeable in their job function, qualification for the work
they were performing and if threats or harrassments had been
made regarding their performance of a task due to schedules,
time or any other reason.

The summary of 15 interviews is that the personnel were qualified
and trained, or in training, for the jobs they were performing.
The inspector's questions were answered without any fear of
harassment from their management.

The quality assurance licensee personnel were satisfied with
their present management and indicated that the changes that
have occurred prior to this inspection have made significant
improvement in the licensee's quality organization.

The inspector did not identify any problems.

8.3.9 Instrumentation Supports

Two instrumentation support stands were selected for as-built
verification by the team. The stands selected were inspected
to the requirements of drawings 12-177-BZ-493H and J. These
stands consist of structural shapes assembled using welded con-
nections. The inspection measured selected dimensions and
verified weld quality.

The inspection disclosed that during fabrication and assembly
of the 4"x4"x " valve block support angles, Part No. 4, the
angle adjacent to the attaching weld had been ground below the
" thickness dimension by, in some cases, 1/32" to 1/16". This

precludes the welder from achieving the required " fillet weld
leg as specified on the drawing. The welds affected are Nos.
SNS, 5FS, 6NS, 6FS, 7NS and 7FS. The listed welds were inspected
and accepted by the licensee's quality control group, JCI on
Weld Data Sheets, Page No. 3, IF Package 493H and Page No. 18.1F
Package 493J.

The failure to properly construct and inspect the safety related
instrument supports in accordance with the approved drawings and
procedures is a violation of 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion V
and a violation (410/84-18-07). No other discrepancies were
noted.

8.4 Conclusion

The licensee has established various management tracking systems which
identify both electrical and instrurrentation problems. The systems
are audited by management and it appears that timely corrective action
is being taken.
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The cleanliness and operation of electrical equipment requires
increased management attention. The licensee was made aware of the
NRC concerns and on December 12, 1984 the licensee issued an engineer-
ing and design coordination report (C03117) to add additional controls
to handle the NRC concerns.

No violations were identified.

8.5 Construction Appraisal Team (CAT) Findings Followup

The inspector selected the CAT findings associated with the Power
Generation and Control Complex (PG. '.f cable separation problems and
the Static Battery Chargers, failuie to operate to determine the
effectiveness of the licensee corrective action.

8.5.1 Power Generation and Control Complex (PGCC)

Background

Cables which were being installed were not separated in accord-
ance with the FSAR requirements, i.e., those installed in floor
sections did not have duct covers in place, nor were their speci-
fic instructions for this installation and inspection, thereof.

Cables were installed without duct covers to facilitate cable
pulling resulting in cables of one division in physical contact
with those of another division where lateral and longitudinal
ducts cross. This was in accordance with the existing plan to
install separation barriers where required, only after cable
pulling was complete. However, the program did not address that
the duct covers would be installed and inspected at a later date.

Wires and cables installed within the panels violated divisional
separation criteria,

a. All wiring separation violations in the "as shipped" hardware,
were not documented by GE. As a result, NMPC requested GE to
perform a panel by panel inspection of all safety related panels
for which electrical separation is required. On October 28, 1983,
NMPC submitted a final report to the NRC in accordance with
10 CFR 50.55(e). Corrective action was directed by G.E. via
seven FDDRs and ten FDIs. At the time of the CAT Audit these
corrections were not yet performed. All specific wiring separa-
tion violations identified by the NRC Inspections had been pre-
viously identified on the above documents.

Nonconformance documentation was provided for all violations of
divisional separation found by NRC inspectors.

.

_ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ -
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b. Cables: Previously found deviations involve field installed cables
internal
to the panels which did not maintain 6" spacing criteria and
were not documented.

The plan to postpone inspection to divisional separation criteria
was made to allow for a more efficient installation of cables.
FQC inspection to the separation attribute was not yet performed.

Procedures did not require non-conforming condition to be docu-
mented as nonconformances to divisional separation criteria,
i.e, inspection plans were marked "LATER" or "NR" for separation
attribute.

FQC inspection plans indicating "LATER" for separation attribute
are consistent with the plan to postpone divisional separation
inspection until work was complete. An isolated case of an
improperly filled out inspection plan listed "NR" for separation
rather than "LATER".

Engineering requirements were not specific nor were they provided
in a timely manner to provide adequate direction for identifica-
tion and separation of subdivisional system wire and cables.

Corrective Actions Taken By the Licensee

A change to specification E061A was issued January 16, 1984
addressing separation criteria, including the use of duct covers
and floor plates as qualified separation barriers in the PGCC,
and permits cable installation and acceptance as an independent
program from barrier installation and acceptance. An additional
specification change was issued on January 16, 1984, to provide
a formal program for the installation and acceptance of these
barriers. The applicable inspection requirements of barrier
installation was incorporated into a new inspection plan. It

should be noted that cables in ducts have been inspected in
accordance with the GE Wire List routing which has been verified

,

to maintain divisional separation.'

Engineering and FQC have performed inspections on the affected
Category I multi-divisional panels and termination cabinets.
Engineering has notified FQC of any divisional separation viola-
tions documented and evaluated by Engineering. Inspections and
documentation of divisional separation violations have been
completed,

i

i
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As mentioned above, Engineering instructions were issued January
16,.1984, to provide a formal program for the installation and
acceptance of duct covers and floor plates as an independent
program from cable installation and acceptance. The inspector
on a random basis selected floor section which had separation
problems. The floor drawings identified the floor section covers
and the inspection criteria to be used.

General Electric (GE) and Stone and Webster (SWEC) engineering
developed detailed subdivisional separation instructions for the
CAT 1 divisional panel and termination cabinets. Wire identifi-
cation tagging and inspections for subdivisional separation has
been completed and separation violations have been documented in
accordance with their procedures.

In addition to the above, the licensee is reviewing issued GE
work packages for the panels and termination cabinets having
subdivisional separation requirements to assure requirements
have been adequately defined.

To support the PGCC effort, the licensee has issued letter
NMQA537 to re-emphasize their requirements. The licensee has
provided the NRC with test reports and analysis to support the
separation requirements in specification E-016A. This data was
used in their answer to FSAR question 421.47 of the FSAR.

No violations were identified.

8.5.2 Static Battery Charger

Background

NRC inspectors reviewed measures established to ensure that pur-
chased material conformed to procurement documents. The source
evaluation was reviewed for three suppliers.

During testing of the battery chargers on site, it was found that
the chargers would not produce a DC output voltage when ener-
gized; and internal circuit boards and breakers were found to be
defective. These deficiencies had been identified on Nonconfor-
mance and Disposition Reports (N&D's). The deficient condition
of the battery chargers was reported under 10 CFR 50.55(e) to
the NRC on July 12, 1983. The final 50.55(e) report concerning
problems associated with the battery chargers was submitted to
the.NRC on August 15, 1983. The results were that vendor wiring
errors were corrected to conform with design requirements, and
defective components were replaced with acceptable components.

A review of the Power Conversion Products, Inc drawing
0-55-1586W, Rev. 5, indicated that the wiring of transformers
TIA, T1B and TIC was changed from the drawing shipped with the
battery charger units, revision 4. The vendor changed the wiring

i
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to the transformer due to the miswiring of the transformer during
manufacturing. During this inspection period, the licensee pre-
pared an E&DCR changing the Power Conversion drawing 0-55-1586W
back to the wiring design of Revision 4. Upon replacement of
spare transformers, the wiring to that transformer will be cor-
rected to reflect the drawing configuration.

The Square "D" Breakers' delivered with the Static Battery
Chargers were replaced with qualified Westinghouse breakers.-

The licensee is revising their Procurement Quality Assurance (PQA)
inspection plans for category 1 equipment to require PQA person-
nel to verify that the seller or vendor has performed and docu-
mented a wiring check. In addition the PQA inspectors plan is
being changed to require a sample physical inspection of wiring
to the seller's or vendor latest approved wiring diagram be per-
formed. The inspector reviwed QAIP N20ED34AP001, Revision A,
titled " Static Battery Chargers" to verify that the wiring in-
spection criteria has been added to the QAIP. This procedure
had not been changed as of this inspection but the E&DCR has
been prepared.

No violations were identified.

8.6 Documents Reviewed

The following documentation was used by the inspector during this
Construction Team Inspection effort.

Final Safety Analysis Report Section 7.0 and 8.0--

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE--

Standards)
Regulatory Guides (RG) 1.22, 1.29, 1.30, 1.32, 1.53, 1.75, 1.89,--

1.100 and 1.131

Licensee Engineering and Program Documentation--

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation Quality Assurance Manual-

S&W Quality Assurance Manual-

S&W Electrical Engineering Specification E-061A-

Electrical Installation and Field Modifications to the-

Power Generation Control Complex (PGCC) - E062A, June 22,
1984

Johnson Controls, Inc. Quality Assurance Program Plan-
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'

Johnson Control Inc. Procedures--

Stop Work Action - QAS-301-NMP2, May 9, 1983-

Identification and Control of Material - QAS-902-NMP2,-

June 29, 1984

- Training and Qualificiation of QA/QC Inspection and
Testing Personnel - QAS-203-NMP2, September 22, 1984

- Document Turnover Procedure QAS-1802-NMP2

QA Category 1, I/F Package Preparation / Field Revision of-

I/F Packages - QA5-602, October 22, 1984
'

Design Control - QAP-4.0, Revision 1-

Inspection QAP-11.0, Revision 1-

Control of Measuring and Test Equipment - QAP-13.0,-

Revision 1

Corrective Action QAP-17.0, Revition 1-

Quality Assurance Records - QAP 18.0, Revision 1-

Audits - QAP-19.0 Revision 1-

Stone and Webster Documentation--

n
Project Specification and Procurement Procedures, SWEC-

PP3, Revision 9, March 30, 1984

Housekeeping - Construction Site Introduction CSI 20.13-

Post Acceptance Work Control QS-14.1-

Work Area Cleanliness - QS-13.31-

;

General Electric Company--

Installation and Inspection of Floor Plates - E-061A,-

Revision 8
'

Orawings--

High Pressure Core Spray Piping Reactor Building-

BZ-78C-2-S&W

Condensate Flow Diagram - FSK-4-10 S&W-

.

. . . - _ . _ _ . . _,_,m._ _ . , _ . _ , - _ ,_ _ . . , - - _ . . , . , _ . _ - . - - _ _ - _ .
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Induction Motor - 992C349CO-GE-

- Static Battery Charger - 0-55-1586W - Power Conversion
Products, Inc.

-Flow Diagram Condensate - FSK-4-ID-S&W-

9.0 Mechanical Equipment

9.1 Area Inspected

The scope of the inspection, as covered in this section, is as follows:

a. HPCS system and RWCU system equipment inspection identified on
the walkdown piping as discussed in Section 7.0 which included
motor operated, air operated and hand control valves, restricting
orifices and the pump.

b. Maintenance and storage inspection for the safety related equip-
ment for HPCS and RWCU systems. An independent inspection inside
the HPCS Diesel Generator cooling water heat exchangers was
planned. The in plant storage inspection for the safety related
piping and equipment other than above was also included as an
overview of the maintenance and storage program.

The above scope included the reviews of t;he document packages
including specifications, vendor drawings, material receiving '

reports (MRRs), procurement data, preventive maintenance docu-
ments, and other associated documents as applicable.

c. Followup on Construction Apparisal Team (CAT) inspection items
(Inspection Report 50-410/83-18)

Bolt torquing*

Pipe clearances*

The equipment inspected on walkdown piping is listed in Table
9.1. The maintenance and storage program related equipment is
listed in Table 9.2

9.2 Organization

All mechanical equipment installations for the identified components
in Table 9.1 were in the scope of ITT Grinnell except the HPCS pump
which was being installed by SWEC construction. Inspection of these
installations is accomplished by the cognizant FQC groups of SWEC and
ITT Grinnell with similar QA/QC audit and surveillance functions by
SWEC as identified under Section 6.0.

L
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9.3 Findings

9.3.1 Mechanical Equipment

The inspector performed a walkdown inspection for the piping
loops of HPCS and RWCU systems as identified under Section 7.0
and examined the installation of mechanical equipment to verify
the conformance with the SWEC FSK's, ITT Grinnell's ISO, Vendor
drawings including associated documents, engineering specifica-
tions, and SWEC Quality Standards as parts of the Construction
Methods Procedures (CMPs). The inspector also reviewed the
design commitments in the FSAR and compared them with the output
design specifications and drawings to verify that they were con-
sistent.

The subsystems, piping isometrics, FSKs, specifications, vendor
data, field data, and FSAR requirements that were examined are
listed in Table 9.1.

Various design parameters were selected such as flow ,tes, pres-
sure and temperature ratings, motor HP/ rpm / voltage, pump NPSH and
valve Cv values, L/D ratios and their associated pressure drop
data. These values were compared with the nameplate data, pro-
curement specifications and vendor supplied documents. The
vendor drawings for the valves 2CSH*HCV-120 and 2SCH*V49 did not
show any specific serial numbers due to their applicability to
more than one size of specific valves. The name plate data of
the valves 2CSH*MOV101, and 2CSH*MOV107 were not accessible to
verify in the field due to their wrapped conditions. The rest
of the field component data were matched with the vendor and

i

specification data and found to be in agreement. The equipment
design data and FSAR requirements were in conformance with the
vendor data in general.

The inspector concurred that the installed equipment was in com-
pliance with their associated documents and design as well as

t
- FSAR requirements.

No violations were identified.

9.3.2 Storage and Maintenance Program

The inspector examined the following safety related ASME perma-
nent plant equipment and reviewed the associated documentation
to verify the licensee's compliance with the storage and mainten-
ance program established by SWEC Quality Standards which were
part of the Construction Methods Procedures, Construction Site
Instructions and SWEC specification No. NMP2-SM01, titled "Stor-
age and Maintenance During Storage of Permanent Plant Equipment":
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a) 2CSH*P1-HPCS Pump
b) 2CSH*M0V107-HPCS Discharge, 12" MOV-Gate
c) 2CSH*MOV101-HPCS Suction, 14" MOV-Gate
d) 2CSH*R0106-HPCS Discharge, 12" Orifice Plate
e) 2CSH*R0127-HPCS Discharge, Orifice Coupling (2" 00)
f) 2CSH*HCV120-HPCS Discharge,12" Gear Operated Gate Valve
g) 2RHS*HCV548-RHS System, Gear Operated Gate Valve
h) 2WCS*MOV102-RWCU System, 8" Outboard Isolation Valve
1) 2WCS*MOV112-RWCU System, 8" Outboard Isolatin Valve
j) 2EGS*EG2-HPCS DG's Cooling Water Heat Exchaager
k) 2SW*RV-Several-Main Steam System Vacuum Breakers
1)- 214-HPCS System, Containment Penetration
m) 25-6-SW13-HPCS System, Shop Weld
n) :66-26-FW001-RHS System, Field Weld
o) NM-66-222X-RHS System, Piping Spool

The tube side opening was scheduled for the HPCS Diesel Generator
(DG) heat exchanger as a part of the independent inspection
effort to verify the internal condition of the ASME III, Class 2
equipment in accordance with the SWEC and vendor storage require-
ments. The tubes were internally inspected by borescope and per
random tube inspection; it was concluded that the tubes were
relatively clean. However, the inspector found 2 inch of static
water on the tube side of the heat exchanger. The SWEC did not
have any specific maintenance requirements in their specification
No. NMP2-SM01 for this piece of equipment. The extended sub-
mergence of the admiralty tube material is metallurgically
unacceptable. Concern was raised for the inside cleanliness and
in place storage preventive maintenace requirements to the licen-
see for this safety related ASME Code Section III, Class 3 equip-
ment.

Several mechanical equipment, piping and weld area piping were
field inspected for the preventive maintenance program require-
ments in addition to RWCU and HPCS systems components.

The above mentioned items are categorically listed in Table 9.2
with their corresponding reviewed data and findings.

The document review and field inspection for the above mentioned
items, the inspector identified the following:

a. The mainsteam discharge piping vacuum breakers, C2SW*RV101-
118 and 201-218, locations were uncovered.

b. Residual Heat Removal systems hand control valve (2RHS*HCV-
548) and high pressure core spray systems hand control valve
(2CSH*HCV-120) were found with dirt infiltration inside the
housings.

| c. The high pressure core spray system flow element's (2CSH*
FE105) two instrumentation nipples were uncapped.'

|

_- -_- ___- ___ - .
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d. The high pressure core spray system motor operated valve
(2CSH*M0V101) was infiltrated with construction dirt.

e. The piping. ends at weld 25-6-SW-13 on high pressure core
spray piping were uncovered.

f. The piping ends at weld 66-26-FW-001 on residual heat
removal system piping were uncovered.

g. The spool No. NM-66-111X, on residual heat removal system
line 6-21-2-RHS-64-20", was wrapped with a torn cover at
one end and the other end was uncovered.

h. The Penetration Z14 wooden cover, inside primary contain-
ment, was not installed properly to the penetration which
resulted in construction dirt and welds splatter inside it,

i. The reactor water makeup system motor operated valve,
2WCS*M0V-112, was infiltrated with construction dirt.

J. The HPCS diesel generator cooling water heat exchanger,
2EGS*EG2, was found with 2k inch of static water on the
tubeside. No specific maintenance and inplace storage
procedure was identified for this safety related equipment.

The foregoing items are contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XIII and a violation (410/84-18-08).

9.3.3 Followup on CAT Items

a. Pipe Clearances

ITT Grinnell, per specificiation No. NMP2-P3018-Shop Fabri-
cated Piping, ASME III, Code Classes 1, 2, and 3, and ANSI
B31.1 Piping, are required to furnish material and provide
fabrication for the following:

2h inch and larger ASME III, Classes 1, 2, and 3 carbon-

and low-alloy steel piping and stainless steel piping.

2h" inch and larger ANSI B31.1 piping.-

The SWEC furnishes material and provides fabrication of the
above mentioned piping material for sizes 2 inches and
smaller for ASME III, Code Classes 1, 2, and 3 and ANSI
B31.1 piping.

ITT Grinnell, per specification No. NMP2-P301C-Field Fabri-
cation and Erection of Piping, ASME III, Code Classes 1, 2,
and 3, and ANSI B31.1 piping, is required to provide the
following:
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Provide erection 'or all sizes ASME III, Code Classes--

-1,-2, and 3, and ANSI B31.1 piping consists of carbon
and low-alloy steel piping and-stainless steel, incoloy
825 and alloy 20 piping.

_

Provide above mentioned materials for 2" and smaller-

piping. The SWEC furnishes the above mentioned mater-
ials for 2h" and larger piping.

The pipe clearance requirements are stated on the following |
documents: ;

Specification No. NMP2-P301C, per page 2-14 through-

2-16.

Specification No. NMP2-P301A, per page 2-4 through 1
-

2-7.

To date 190 ITT-Grinnell Isometric drawing, Category I |
(ASME III, Class 1, 2 and 3) and Category II (ANSI B31.1
and others), piping walkdowns have been performed. The
following shows the breakdown of these piping walkdowns:

84 Isometric piping drawings have been found with-

clearance violations, consisting of Category I and
Category 11 piping.

39 Isometric piping drawings have been identified as-

Category I piping.

ITT-Grinnell identified 62 clearance violations on I-

their Form F10.18, and remaining 22 clearance viola-
tions were identified on their walkdown punchlists.

The service for identifying clearance violations by )
ITT-Grinnell was as follows: |

1) FQC will find clearance violations during the walkdown.

2) The violations are noted on punchlists by FQC and sent
to ITT Grinnell review group who list discrepancies on
the Form F10.18 (Prior to June 1984, the violations
were not sent to the review group).

3) ITT Grinnell review group will transmit F10.1Bs with
clearance violations to their engineering for further
processing and review.

4) The F10.1Bs are then either closed by writing a Devia-
'

tion Report (DR), Non-Conformance and Disposition (N&O)
or F10.1Bs are used to initiate a planner revision for
rework of a particular item to correct the identified
problem.
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5) N&D will be transmitted to SWEC-SEG for their resolu-'

tions/ processing.

The inspector obtained the above information from the SWEC
and ITT-Grinnell personnel representing QA/QC, field engi-

.neering and site engineering group.

9.3.3. Mechanical Equipment Bolting

The inspector was briefed by the ITT Grinnell QA/QC'and engineer-
ing personnel as well as SWEC QA personnel regarding the mechant-
cal equipment bolting concern. The inspector reviewed ITT
Grinnell's FQC procedure 4.2-25-5 for the bolting requirements
of QA Category I flanged piping joints, and for reverification
of previously completed bolted installations. This procedure
was approved by SWEC on July 11, 1984. The inspector also
rev_iewed the SWEC E&DCR F01635, dated May 23, 1984 regarding
clarification of bolting requirements in SWEC specification No.
NMP2-P301C. The above E&DCR resulted in clearly identifying the
flanged joints fit-up and provided guidance for the non-specified
bolt-torques.

The flange bolting sequence by ITT Grinnell, was as follows:

1) Field engineer determines the need for a planner to bolt a
flanged connection.

2) Engineer reviews the vendor requirements per specifications
and drawings regarding torque values. The identified torque
values are entered on the BU-1 form of FQC Procedure No.
4.2-25-5. The non-identified torque value is noted on 80-1
form per SWEC E&DCR F01635. For clarity SWEC site engineer-
ing group is contacted for the determination of a torque
value if it found unsatisfactory for resolution.

3) The attachments of the above mentioned procedure are pro-
cessed through internal review cycle and if approved then
tha work plan is carried out per procedure.

9.4 Conclusions

Reference 9.3.1: Mechanical Equipment. The licensee has complied
the specifications, FSAR, committed standards and codes, and regulatory
requirements for the installed equipment. No violations or deviations
were identified.

Reference 9.3.2: Storage and Maintenance Program. The licensee has a
committed storage and maintenance program per specification NMP2SM01,
for the in place storage of the mechanical equipment. However, per
inspector's review and field inspection, the licensee was found in
noncompliance of the SPEC NMP2-SM01, paragraph 1.9.6 requirements for
the installed equipment and thus in violation of the requirements
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under 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIII. HPCS DG's component
cooling water heat exchanger was not even listed under NMP2-SM01 for
the preventive maintenance program.

Reference 9.3.3: Followup on CAT Items. The licensee has been )
active to correct the concerns identified per CAT inspection. The |
licensees sub-contractor, ITT-Grinnell has actively implemented walk- i

down programs for the ASME III, Code Classes 1,-2, and 3 piping to
i

resolve the identified pipe clearance violations. The SWEC interface I

with ITT Grinnell has been found active and efficient to resolve the |newly identified concerns. '

The mechanical equipment bolting requirements are now clearly identi-
fled per ITT Grinnell FQC procedure and SWEC's specification revision
through E&DCR.

9.5 Documents Reviewed

The following documents were reviewed, in addition to the documents
identified under sectin 7.5, in conjunction with Mechanical
Equipment inspection:

2CSH*PI-HPCS Pump

1) Byron Jackson Pump Manual No. 8020 VMT, IF-7820 (NM-HPCS)
2) Pump (.urves - SWEC File No. 00163300010ISA
3) Byron Jackson Pump Test Data
4 Outline Drawing - SWEC File No. 0016330001003C
5 Sectional Drawing - HPCS Pump - SWEC File No. 0016330001051A
6 NMP2-800A

2CSM*V5-16"-900H Swing Check Valve

1) 16" Anchor / Darling Swing Check Valve Pressure Seal-SWEC File No.
0005360170042C

2) NM02-P303W, Specialty Check Valves, ASME III, Classes 1 and 2

2CSH*RV114-3/4" X 1" Safety Relief Valve
;

1) Crossby Valve - Form NV-1
2) NMP2-C051A-Safety and Relief Valves, ASME III, Class 2 and 3

2CSH*R0106 of R0107 - Restricting Orifice Plate and Coupling

1) NMP2-C011N

2CSH*MOV-107 12" MOV Gate Valve

1) 12"-655 Anchor Darling Gate Valve with 58-3 Motor Operator Dwg.
'

No. 2997-3, R.E.
2) Limit torque valve control spring compensating units - Dwg. No.

02-416-0054-4
3) NMP2-800A

i
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2ESH*A0V108-A0 12" Check Valve

1) Anchor Darling 12"-900 Testable Swing Check Valve - SWEC
File No. 0005360170103A/104A

2) NMP2-P303W, Specialty Check Valve, ASME III, Classes 1 and 2

2CSH*HCV-120-12" Gear Operted Valve

1) Velan Engineering 12" Gate Valve, pressure seal forged, gear
operator - Dwg. No. P3-3916-N32

2) NM02-P304E- Carbon Steel Valves, 2h inch and larger

2CSH*V59-14" Check Valve

1) NMP2-P304E-Carbon Steel Valves, 2h inch and larger
-2) Velan Engineering 14" Swing Check Valve - Dwg. No. P3-3916-N25A

2CSH*MOV-101-14" M0 Gate Valve

1) NMP2-P800A
2) Outlina Drawing - Anchor Darling Gate Valve, Cast C/S Drawing

No. 3238-409
3) Outline Drawing - Limitorque Valve Cont Drawing No. 3238-430

Storage and Maintenance of Permanent Plant Equipment

1) MRRs as listed in Table 9.2
2) Vendor Documents as listed in Table 9.2
3) PMS Order Numbers as listed in Table 9.2
4) Visi Records for the equipment under Table 9.2
5) NMP2-SM01-Storage and maintenance during storage of permanent

plant equipment
6) SWEC Memo, dated December 10, 1984, NM2M-2509, from J. G. Kappas

to all SWEC Dept. Heads and contractors - Protection of Permanent-

Plant equipment
7) Construction Site Instructions CSI-20.13
8) QS-13.11-Materials / Equipment Storage Quality Standards
9) SWEC QA&C Manual ASME-Section III, Division 1, Manual Section 8

- Receiving Inspection, Identification, Storage, and Handling
Control

10) QA-13.31-NM - Work Area Cleanliness Quality Standards
11) QS-13.12-NM - Material / Equipment Maintenance Quality Standards
12) NM. CMP 1.3-2.79 - Material / Equipment Storage
13) QA10.31NM - Mechanical Equipment Installation Quality Standard
14) 2EGS*EG2-HPCS DG's Heat Exchanger Drawing No. 5-046-17-084-003,

American Standard - Heat Transfer Division

. . - - - . .__ . - _ . . _ - . _ . - - - _ _. _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - . - . _ _ _ _ - . _ . . _ _ - _ _ - - _ . _ _ . . _ _ . . - - _ _ _ _ _ -
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TABLE 9.1
HPCS AND RWCU EQUIPMENT SELECTED FOR DESIGN DATA REVIEW

SWEC EQUIP NO. DESCRIPTBOM SWEC ITT SPEC 1FICATION FSAR F1 ELD MAME VENDOR DOCUMENTS
FSK 810. ISO. DATA DATA PLATE DATA DATA

2CSH'P1 HPCS Pump 27-48 25-8 Spec. No. P800A Pump Curves Byron Jackson; 30DX 19CKXLH-13STG VMT;
(GE:F22-C001) Sketches In- S.N.731-5-1099; EMJSA005-3050HP,4 Poles,

cluded Cat.1, 30Dx19CKxLH13- 4000V Motor; Byron
G r. 8 Stage Vat:6942 Jackson Pump Curv Data

GPM/610 ft:212F; No.PC-731-S-1099; Suction:
1575 PSI Disch & 24"-150 lbs;Disch:16"-
115 PSI Suct. 900 lbs;

2CSH*V9 16" Swing Chk 27-4B 25-8 NMP2-P303W 900#; No Data input Ancho r Da rl ing Ancho r Da rl ing Va lve Co. ;

(CE: E22-F024) Valve-HPCS 1575 PSIG at Requi red; Cat.1, Va lve; ASME I I I, Dq.#4029-3; S.N.6308-10;
Di scha rge -212F;7800 GPM G r. B Cl.2;1575 PSIG 16 -900# ASME lil/Cl.2;

at 212F;S.N.6308- 1575 PSIG at 212F
10-001

2CSH*RV114 3/4"x1" Safety 27-48 25-8 NMP2-C051A;1575 No Data input 1575 PSIG at 212F; S.N.N60526-2;Crossby Viv;
(CE:E22-F035) Relief Valys PSIG at 212F; " Requi red;Ca t.1 ASME lil/Cl.2;150# Model No.JRAK-BS;Relier-

HPCS Disch. Inlet 900#-3/4 G r. B 3/4"-1"; set a t 3/4"x1"; Set a t 1575 PSIG
Outlet-150#-1"; 1575 PSIG;S.N.
Set Pressure N60526-2 Crossby
1575 PSIG;ASME Valve; Model:JRAK-
Ill,Cl.2; Cat.1 85-8

2CSH*RO106 Flow Control 27-4C 25-9 NMP2-C011N;12"- No Data input S.N.N-3560 Permutit Co; S.N.3560;
(CE:E22-D002) Orifice Plate 900 lb;ASME III; Requi red:Ca t. I ASME III/CI.2 H.N.P-889

HPCS Disch. Cl.2 G r. B Heat No. P-889

2CSH*RO127 Flow Control 27-4C 25-10 NMP2-C011N;3/4"- No Data input S.N.N-4505 Permutit Co; S.N.N-4505;
Orifice Coupling Sch.80; ASME lil/ Required; Cat.1 3/4" Sch.80; Heat H.N.P-918
H PCS Di sch, Cl.2 G r. B No.P-918;3000 lb.

2CSH*MOV107 Moto.- Operated 27-4C 25-9 NMP2-800A ASME fil.1971 Valve Covered up; Anchor Da rl ing"Va lve Co.
(CE:E22-F004) 12" Gate Valve 1971 Edition Ancho r Da rl ing Dwg.#2997-3: 12 -655 lbs;

(Isolation Valve) with 1973 Valve 1512 PSIG at 700F;11mit
HPCS Disch. Addenda; Cat.1 torque corp-operator;Dwg.

Gr. A #02-416-0954-4

2CSH*A0V.08 12"A.O. Check 27-4C 25-10 NMP2-P303W;1575 ASME III,1971 ASME lil/Cl.1; 900#-Testable SWCK-12";
(CE:E22-FOO5) Valve (Isolation) PSIC at 575F; Edition with Ancho r Da rl ing ASME Ill, Cl.1; S.N.

HPCS Disch. ASME lit, Cl. 1, W1973 Addenda, valve;1575 PSIG 6308-04:1575 PGIG at
7800 GPM Ca t.1, Gr. A at 575F; S.N. 212F; 2250 PSIG at

6308-04; 2250 100F; Dwg. No. 4023-3;
PSIG at 100F 4"8x5"Str. Ai r Cyl . Act.
Rating; Dwg.f.023-3

2CSH*HCV-120 12" Cea r Operated 27-4C 25-10 MMP2-P304E;12"- ASME 111,1971 12"-900 lbs; 12"-900 lb.,Velan Eng.
(CE:E22-F038) Cate valve 900 lb; 1250 Edition with S.N. 0698:2250 Valve; Dwg.ho.P3-3916-

HPCS Disch PSIC at $75F; W1973 Addenda; PSIG at 100F N32;1550 PSIG at 575F;
1575 PSIG at Ca t.1, G r. A Rating;ASME Ill, ASME I l l , C I .1 ; Ope ra to r
140F Cl.1 B-30, Handwheel 98
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SWEC EQUIP MO. DESCRIPTices SWEC ITT SPECIFICAT1016 FSAR FIELD NAME VEIIDOR DOCUMENTS ,

FSK NO. ISO. DATA DATA PLATE DATA DATA j

2CSM*V59 14" Check Valve 27-48 25-4 MnP2-P304E;340F No Data Input 12"-150 lb. Velan 12"-150 lb. Swing check
(GE:E22-FOO2) NPCS Suction Max;-5 to 45 Required; Cat.1 Valve;ASME lit, Valve by Velan Eng ;

PSIG Range; Gr.B Cl.2 275 PSIC at 100F rating
14"-150 lb. CV-4900;ASME Ill,CI.2

2CSM*980V101 14" M.O. Cate 27-48 25-4 P800A No Data input Valve Covered up; Anchor Darling Valve,
Valve Requi red;Ca t.1, Ancho r Da rl ing 14"-150 lb; Leelt Tor-
HPCS Suction C r. B Valve que Ope ra to r S. N.

5-219-01-1-11 .7 HP,
1700 RPM, 575V.

!

|

l

_ - _ - . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .- _ . ,
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TABLE 9,2

STORACE AND MAINTENANCE OF PERMANENT PLANT EQUIPMENT

(PMS) (MRR)
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATION PREVENTIVE MATERIAL VISI RECORD VENDOR DOCUMENT NMP2-SM01 FINDINGS
B60. NO. MAINTENANCE RECEIVING PMS FOR PMS APPI_ICABLE

WORK ORDER # REPORT # (VERIFICATION 1 SECTION

2CSH'P1 HPCS Pump PSOOA EMJ-519005 77-11134 Pump & Motor Ma in- CE-261A-3283 SM01-E22-COO 1, No Finding
(E22-COO 1) tenance Recorded Subsection Il-A

2CSH+MOV107 12"MOV Cate P800A IN-233 84-1262 VISI Record Made Ancho r Da rl ing 4-204, Sub- Returned Oper-
(E22-FOO4) HPCS Disch. Proc.No.1507-1 section Il-A ator to Anchor

Darling - No
Finding

2C5H*MOV101 14" MOV Cate PSOOA 2N-788 77-0283 Equ i p. Sto r. H i s to ry Same 4-204,Sub- Violates SM01-
(E22-f001) HPCS Suct. Ca rd & VISI Reco rd section Il-A 1.9.6

Made

2CSH* ROV 106 Restricting C011N Not checked 8307598 Not Checked None SM01-C011N, No Finding
Flow Orifice Subection II-A
Plate

2CSH* ROV 127 Restricting C011N Mot Checked A414598 Not Checked None Same Sare
Flow Coupling

2CSH*HCV-120 12"Cea r Ope r- P304E Not Checked Not Checked Not Checked Not Checked 3-621, Violates SM01-
ated Cate Valve Subsection Il-A 1.9.6
HPCS System

2RHS&FHCV54B Cea r Operated P304E Same Same Same Same Same Same
Cate Valve-RHS
System

2WCS*MOV102 8"MOV( I nboa rd ) P304R 786 83-01769 Records Made Not Checked 3-630, No Finding
RWCIA System Subsection Il-A

2WCS*MOV112 8"MOV(Outboard) Same 797 82-6958 Records Made Not Checked Same Violates SM01-
RWcu System 1.9.6

2ECS*EC2 HPCS DG's P800A IRfM7018830 77-13355 Not in Program American Std. Not included Static Water
(E22-5011) Cooling Water (8 or 30); Section 302.1- in Program Level of 2&" on

HX Mot i n l'rog ra m 302.2, Page 101 tube side

25W*RV MS System P-305B Not Checked Not Checked Not Checked Not checked 3-651 Sub- Violates SM01-
Severa l Vacuum Breakers section Il-A 1.9.6

2CSH*FE105 Inst. Nil ples C011M Not Checked Not Checked Not Checked Not Checked 3-18 Violates SM01-
HPCS System 1.9.6

Z14 H PCS-Cont. Pent. P-283B-2OO Same Same Same Same 3-533 Same

25-6-SW13 HPCS System - P-301B Same Same Same Same 3-535 Same
Shop Weld

66-26-FWOO1 RMS System P-301B Same Same Same Same 3-535 Same
Field Weld

hM-66-111X RHS System P-301B Same Same Same Same 3-535 Same
SpooI

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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10. Mechanical and Electrical Supports and Structures

10.1 Areas Inspected

The scope of inspection in this section covers the following areas:

Pipe supports and restraints=

Cable tray supports*

Structural steel installations*

Independent Measurement Verification*

Interviews of site personnel*

The objective of this inspection was to assess the various functions
and activities contributing to the design and construction of struc-
tures and supports in the areas identified above and to determine
whether acceptable engineering practices, regulatory requirements and
licensee commituents had been met.

10.2 Organization

Engineering and design activities related to structures and supports
for mechanical and electrical installations, inspected within the scope
of the Construction Team Inspection (CTI), are performed by Stone and
Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC), the Architect / Engineer (A/E)
of record.

Installation, quality assurance and quality control activities related
to pipe supports are performed by ITT Grinnell. SWEC is assuming the
responsibility for performing surveillance and audits of ITT Grinnell
activities, in addition to the resolution of construction related
Nonconformance and Olsposition Reports (N&O's) and Engineering and
Design Coordination Report (E&DCR's). ITT Grinnell activities are
also audited by the 'icensee in the area of the QA/QC,

The final walkdown of pipe support installations for conformance to
the design drawing is the responsibility of ITT Grinnell. However,
SWEC has the overall responsibility for addressing the requirements
of NRC I.E. Bulletin 79-14 for the Seismic Analysis of As-Built Safety
Related Piping Systems.

Fabrication of cable tray supports is performed by Cives Steel Co.,
and the erection is performed by L. K. Comstock. Regarding structural
steel installations in the reactor building in the primary and the
secondary containment, most of the fabrication and erection is per-
formed by Cives Steel Co. SWEC has the responsibilltry for the Qual-
ity Control of both cable tray supports and structural steel installa-
tions.

_ _ - - _ - _ _
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10.3 Findings

10.3.1 Pipe Supports and Restraints

The High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) system was selected for pur-
pose of assessment of pipe supports and restraints to determine
compliance with the applicable codes, standards, and specifica-
tions. This was accomplished by examining quality documents,
design activities, and component support installations.

Document Review

Applicable sections of the following documents were reviewed
in part to verify that applicable regulatory requirements,
design basis and FSAR commitments for system component sup-
ports, are correctly translated into specifications, proce-
dure, and instructions. The following documents were reviewed
in part:

Specification No. NMP2-P30lJ, Rev. 3 for Field Fabrication*

and Erection of Pipe Supports, ASME III, Code Classes 1, 2,
3 and ANSI B31.1

Specification No. NMP2-P301N, Rev. 4 for Design and Fabri-*

cation of Power Plant Piping Supports. (ASME Section III,
Code Classes 1, 2, and 3, ANSI B31.1)

Specification No. NMP2-5203G, Rev. 4 for Ort 11ed-In Expan-*

sion Type Concrete Anchors

Engineering Division Memorandum No. CH0C-EMOM-82-34 for*

Analysis of Linear Type Supports (Subsection NF, ASME III)

Engineering Division Memorandum No. CH0C-EMOM-82-39 for*

Fillet Weld Design Criteria for Pipe Support

Specification No. NMP2-P301A (Rev. 1) for Piping Engineer-*

ing and Design of ASME III Class 1, 2, and 3 and ANSI B31.1

Pipe Support Base Plate Detail (Dwg. No. 12177-BZ-300F-5)*

The inspector requested clarification on some sections in the
above documents. An item of concern was the allowance in Spect-
fication No. NMP2-P30lJ for substitution of weld type (i.e.,
flare bevel to fillet, or fillet to flare bevel) as a result of
a member substitution. The specification allows the substitu-
tion, provided that an equivalent weld size was maintained. The
inspector questioned the ability of construction personnel to
make the substitution while meeting the specification require-
ments. Interviews with Grinnell and QA field personnel indicated
that they were capable of performing this type of substitution.

No violations were identified.
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Review of Design Activities

Review of design activities was performed by auditing twelve (12)
pipe support design calculation packages in the HPCS system for
this purpose. These selected supports were among the supports
for which a walkdown inspection was performed as described in
section 7.0.

The design packages were reviewed to verify that the calculations
were performed according to project engineering and design proce-
dures and that they meet regulatory requirements. The design
calculation packages, piping system, identification and support
numbers are listed in Table 10-1.

No violations were identified during this review.

|

|

1

|
1

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ . _ . _
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TABLE 10-1

LISTING OF PIPE SUPPORT DESIGN PACKAGES REVIEWED

Calculation No. Piping Identification No. Support No.

Z78-0008 2CSH-016-3-2 2CSH-PSR018A2
Z78-0006 2CSH-016-3-2 2CSH-PSSH017A2
Z78-0007 2CSH-016-3-2 2CSH-PSR019A2
Z78-0152 2CSH-016-3-2 2CSH-PSA215A2
278-0095 2CSH-016-3-2 2CSH-PSST 198A2

Z78-0094 2C5H-016-3-2 2CSH-PSSP196A2
Z78-0204 2CSH-016-3-2 2CSH-PSA192A2
278-0217 2CSH-016-3-2 2CSH-PSA078A2
Z78-0216 2CSH-012-42-2 2CSH-PSST 077A2

Z78-0071 2CSH-012-15-1 2CSH-PSSP090A1
Z78-0065 2CSH-012-15-1 2CSH-PSSP084A1
Z78-0062 2CSH-012-46-1 2CSH-PSSP081A1

L_
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Walkdown inspection of Pipe Supports

A walkdown inspection was made of all pipe support installations
on the HPCS system piping from the discharge side of the core
spray pump to the reactor vessel nozzle. Approximately 62% of
the supports on the piping isometric drawings in this run of
piping were not installed or partially completed. Some of the
completed supports were inspected and tagged by Grinnell QC as
acceptable or rejected; the remaining supports were not inspected
yet. The inspection involved visual and physical examination of
the completed supports for conformance to design drawings and
specification requirements.

A listing of the supports on the piping run identified above and
their status of completion is provided Table 10-2.

!

!

.

I
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Table 10-2

Listing of HPCS System Pipe Support Installations Inspections

Isometric Hanger Detail- Comments
Owg. No. Owg. No.

_

25-8 2CSH-PSR018A2 BZ-78Z Support drawing shows boxed piping
(one way restraint). Installed
configuration was changed to sway
strut via an N&D #IG-802 due to
interferences. Installation com-
plete. Not inspected by QC.

25-8 2CSH-PSST 063A2 BZ-78BV Sway Strut - Not installed
25-8 2CSH-PSSP064A2 BZ-788W & Mechanical Snubber - Not installed

ACN #028824
25-8 2CSH-PSSH017A2 BZ-78Y-2 Spring Hanger Installation Complete

and QC approved
25-8 2CSH-PSSP065A2 BZ-78BX-1 & Not installed

E&DCR #C90850
25-8 2CSH-PSR019A2 BZ-78AA, One way boxed piping - QC

N&D #IG-2501 hold tag #17940
and E&DCR
#C12986

25-8 2CSH-PSA215A2 BZ-78JE-2 Anchor - Not installed
and E&DCR
#C90288

25-8 2CSH-PSST 198A2 BZ-78HM-1 Sway Strut - Not installed
and E&DCR
#C14038

25-8 2CSH-PSST 197A2 BZ-78HL-1 Sway Strut - Not installed
25-9 2CSH-PSSP196A2 BZ-78HK-2 Mechanical Snubber - Installation

complete - Not inspected by QC
25-9 2CSH-PSSP195A2 BZ-78HJ-1 Sway Strut - Installation partially

complete
25-9 2CSH-PSSP194A2 BZ-78HH-2 Mechanical Snummber - Installation

complete - Not inspected by QC
25-9 2CSH-PSSP193A2 8Z-78HG-1 Mechanical snubber - installation

not inspected by QC
25-9 2CSH-PSR191A2 BZ-78HE-2 Two-way boxed piping - Not

installed
25-9 2CSH-PSA192A2 BZ-78HF-3 Anchor - Not installed
25-9 2CSH-PSR079A2 BZ-78CL-1 One-way (lateral) - Not installed
25-9 2CSH-PSA078A2 BZ-78CK-3 Anchor - Installed configuration

was different from Dwg. via an
E&DCR #C17229 and ACN #029651,
028675 and 028752

25-9 2CSH-PSST 077A2 BZ-78CJ-2 Sway Strut - Not installed
25-9 2CSH-PSSP104A2 BZ-78DM-1 Mechanical Snubber - Attachment to

bldg. steel changed from drawing
via an N&O #1G-4578 - Installation
is approved by QC
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Isometric Hanger Detail Comments
Dwg. No. Dwg. No.

25-9 2CSH-PSSH076A2 BZ-78CH-1 Spring support - Partially
and N&D installed
#IG-4578

25-10 2CSH-PSSP092A1 BZ-78CZ-2 Mechanical Snubber - Installation
and E&DCR is complete (with exception of
#C19717 snubber) and approved by QC

25-10 2CSH-PSSH091A1 BZ-78CY-3 Spring Support - Not installed
25-10 2CSH-PSSP090A1 BZ-78CX-3 One-way lateral Mechanical Snubber-

and E&DCR installation in progress - support
#P12340 is modified from Dwg. via ACN

#028766 due to interferences
25-10 2CSH-PSSP089Al BZ-78CW-1 One-way lateral Mechanical Snubber-

and N&D installation is complete (with
#IG-4414 exception of snubber) and QC

approved
25-10 2CSH-PSSH-088A1 BZ-78CV-1 Spring hanger - Partially installed
25-10 2CSH-PSSP087Al BZ-78CU-1 One-way lateral snubber - not

installed
25-10 2CSH-PSSP086Al BZ-78CT Not installed - Drawing not

reviewed
25-10 2CSH-PSSP085A1 BZ-78CS Not installed - Drawing not

reviewed
25-10 2CSH-PSSP084A1 BZ-78CR-2 One-way inclined snubber - install-

ation is completed and QC approved
25-10 2CSH-PSSH083Al BZ-78CQ-4 Spring Hanger - Not installed

2CSH-PSSP082A1 BZ-78CP-1 Vertical mechanical snubber - Not
and E&DCR installed
#C19549

2CSH-PSSP081A1 BZ-78CN-1 One way lateral snubber - Installa-
and N&D tion complete and QC approved
#IG-4727
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The verification of the HPCS system support installations
included the following attributes:

Checking actual configuration against support drawing,*

including dimensions;
,

Checking directions in which hangers restrain piping and*

clearances between pipe and hangers;

Checking connections to the proper structure;*

Checking sizes of weld on hangers; including welded attach- )
*

ments to pipe; '

Checking baseplate dimensions and location of structural*

attachment on the baseplate;

Checking baseplate bolts for tightness, edge distance,. and*

minimum bolt embedment for a representative sample of anchor
bolts; ,

Checking that restraint bleed holes are open and free from*

foreign material;

Checking that spring hangers are locked prior to performance*

of hydrostatic testing;

Checking proper grounding of floor mounted supports; and*

Checking that movement of piping due to vibration, thermal*,
expansion, etc., would not likely contact other pipes,
supports, equipment or components.

|

It should be noted that the shock suppressor type supports were
' inspected by Grinnell QC for acceptance of all installation

attributes except those related to snubbers installation. The
installation and inspection of these compon'ents will be performed

,

L at a later date.

I During the walkdown inspection of support installations a ques-
tion arose regarding the lack of dimensions on the support detail
drawings as would be needed for installation. In many cases,
the dimensions relating the piping centerline to the support
interface with the building concrete wall or floor or building

| steel were not shown on the detail drawing.

It was identified, however, that the support installation is
determined according to dimensions shown on Pipe Support

!- Locations Drawings (EZ-series).

i
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-A review of construction / engineering nonconformance reports was
performed for some of the supports listed in Table 10-2. The
review was intended to assess the cause of the nonconformance or
deviation from the design drawing and the technical adequacy of
the engineering resolutions or alternatives provided. These-
reports included:

Advance Change Notice (ACN)-

- Nonconformance and Disposition Report (N&D)
- Engineering and Design Coordination Reports (ELDCR)

The reports reviewed are listed with the particular supports for
wh,1ch they pertain in table 10-2.

No violations were identified.

10.3.2 Cable Tray Supports

Inspection of cable tray supports installations was performed
for trapeze t'ype supports in the control building at elevation
237'-0". Applicable sections of the specification for electri-
cal installation " Specification No. NMP2-E061A (Rev. 8)" were
reviewed, in part, in conjunction with this activity.-

The inspection involved a walkdown of selected installations for
visual and physical examination to verify conformace to design
drawings and specification requirements. The supports inspected
are: SP268, SP88 (4 installations), SP208, SP288, TR77, TR86,
TR87 (3 installations), and TR287.

The following drawings were used for providing location'of sup-:

ports, elevation of tray, support details, and material descrip-
|- tion:
!

! EE-340Z-7
EE-340-CQ-4 .

EE-340CM-6
EE-340CL-6
EE-340CR-4;-

; EE-340CP-6
EE-340BY-6
EE-340BT-3
EE-340DC-8

i No violations were identified in this area.
| 10.3.3 Structural Steel

Structural steel installations in safety related structures were
reviewed for conformance to design drawings, code, and specifica-
tion requirements and to determine the quality of construction
and to evlauate the field QC accepted installations.

!
!

L
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Document Review

The following documents were reviewed in part for technical
adequacy and compliance to design codes and NRC requirements:

1. Specification No. NMP2-S204X (Rev. 5) for Erection of Struc-
tural and Miscellaneous Steel Category I

2. Appendix 3A to " Structural Design Criteria" " Methodology
for Final Load Verification of Primary Containment Struc-
tural Steel"

0 3. Appendix 3B to " Structural Design Criteria" " Methodology
for Final Load Verification of Structural Steel in QA
Category I Areas (Other than Primary Containment)"

4. Technical Guideline No. STG 53.4 for " Analysis and Design
of Steel Members" (Proprietary Document of SWEC)

5. Calculation No. 12177.SBE. TAB 1 "Small Bore Attachment
Standardization"

6. Calculation No. 12177.5BE. TAB 2 "Small Bore Stiffener Detail"

The review of documents #2, #3 above was of particular_ interest
due to the large number of piping and electrical supports attach-
ments to building steel in the reactor building. This was observed
during plant tour and walkdown inspection of pipe supports in
HPCS system (Section 10.3.1).

Upon review of document #3, two items of concern were identified:

1. Section 9 of Appendix 3A addresses checking of girders con-
sidering torsional restraint provided by flexural rigidity
of tributary members. The procedure refers to performing
initial evaluation assuming full torsional restraint from
connecting beams (usually pinned), on the basis that the
tributary beam and its connections flexural rigidity are
much greater than the torsional rigidity of the girder. The
procedure also referred to performing a more detailed analy-
sis if the girder was found to be adequate using the above
approach, by considering each connection's flexural rigidity
and its torsional restraint to the girder.

The inspector's concern regarding the above two steps, was
its uniqueness in accounting for the partial torsional
restraint provided by each connection in performing the
detailed torsional analysis of girders. Thus far, this
type of analysis on girders usually ignors the restraint
provided by pinned beam connections to the girder, since
the inclusion of such restraint complicates the analysis
significantly.
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The inspector requested, for review, document #4 which pro-
vides the analytical background for this type of analysis.
The document, which contains proprietory information, was
reviewed by the inspector in the regional office. No viola-
tions were identified in this review.

2. Section 10 of Appendix 3A provides the method for combina-
tion of stresses in structural steel members for multiple
system and non-system loads. The procedure calls for the {
combination of stresses in members subject to five or more '

system load components using the square root sum of the
squares (SRSS) method.

SWEC technical personnel on site indicated that the SRSS method
is applied to the variable portion of the system component loads.
However, no justification was provided to indicate that these
components are random in nature to warrant the use of this
approach.

This topic was further discussed with SWEC technical personnel
at a followup meeting in Cherry Hill Operation Center (CH0C).
The justification provided for using this approach, was that the
variable portion of the loads on structural steel were due to
various loadings, such as earthquake, thermal, hydrodynamic, and
system transient loads under operating and LOCA events. It was
also identified that the loads provided to the structural
designers represent the peak amplitudes of loads resulting from
multiple loading combinations, which are used for system designs.
These peak amplitudes were determined from various possible load
permutations with no regard to sign. SWEC presented to the NRC
the results of a probabilistic study indicating that the prob-
ability of exceeding the SRSS of peak values of such support

'
loads is less than 5 percent. The study was performed consider-
ing a given number of supports, N, and an arbitrary set of sup-
port loads. The study shows that at 1.65 standard deviations

.

from the mean, the probability that the value of total support
load will be below the SRSS value is 95 percent. If the number
of support components is equal to 4 or less, the absolute sum
method is used since 2 times the standard deviation is 100 per-
cent of the absolute sum of peak loads.

This licensee's study was found to be acceptable.

Review of Design Activities

A sampling review of design activities in the area of final load
verification for structural steel was performed. The review was
conducted to assure that the specific requirements in design cri-
teria document, appendices "3A" and "3B" and applicable codes
and standards, have been implemented in the design activity.
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The following design packages were selected for review:

1. . Calculation No. 12177/S70/ TAB 5
Final load verification of structural steel members in the
control building at elevation 288'-6"

2. Calculation No. 12177/S70/ TAB 6
Control building floor elevation 306'-0" load verification

3. Calculation No. 12177/S54
Reactor building - Primary Containment elevation 247'-0"
Load Verification

No violations were identified.

Walkdown Inspection of Structural Steel Installations

A walkdown inspection of selected structural steel installations
in the reactor building inside the primary containment was per-
formed. The inspection involved visual and physical examination
of hardware installations'for implementation of the following:

Structural steel is erected to the most current drawings*

Specified clearances are being maintained*

Edge finishes and hole sizes are within tolerances*

For bolted connections: nuts, bolts, and washers are of*

the specified type and that bolts are torqued and thread
engagement is as specified

.

The inspection was performed for the floor framing inside the
primary containment at elevation 247'-6", 249"-0", between
azimuth 255 and 287 .

The following beams were inspected in this effort A6106, B6321,
A6356, E6321, E6353, A6304, E6324, D6353, A6329, 86353 and 86329.

Beams identified above were inspected and approved by QC except
beams E6321 and E6324.

The 'following drawings were reviewed for purpose of conducting
the walkdown: E-802, 6307, ES-54P, 6106, 6321, 6324, 6304 and
6356.

No violations were identified. However, a concern arose regarding
framing connections of floor beams and girders. All beam to beam
connections (except moment connections) in the primary reactor
building do not utilize clip angles. Fin plates welded to the
webs of connecting beams are used as " pinned" AISC Type 2 sim-
ple connection. The concern identified during the inspection,
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was that the connection may not be as flexible as the AISC type
2 standard connection with clip angles and that a technical jus-
tification was required for use of this detail.

A meeting was held between SWEC and the NRC staff subsequent to
the site inspection. The justification provided for resolving
this concern, was to address the many factors that contribute to
the ductility in standard angle connection, and the similarties
that exist between this connection and that which is used on NMP
No. 2.

These factors include:

1. Bolt deformation in shear

2. Distortion of holes in web of the beam or the leg of an
angle

3. Bolt slippage

4. Deformation of the angle

5. Out of plane bending of the web of the supporting beam, when
there is connection on one side only.

All of the above factors are common in both details with the
exception of that related to angle deformation when fin plates
are used. In addition, testing has confirmed that ductility of
the connections between the plates and the beam with bolts depend
on the characteristics of the thinner element (normally the web).

The effect of the first three factors on the moment-rotation rela-
tionship was compared for the standard connections with angles
and that used on NMP2 with fin plates. Figures 1 and 2 below
are extracted from the AISC Engineering Journal publications in
1980/ volume 17 No.2 and in October 1969 respectively. Both
figures indicate the similarity in the behavior characteristic
of both details.

Based on the above, it was concluded that SWEC has provided a
reasonable justification of the use of the fin plate in pinned
beam-to-beam connections.

10.3.4 Independent Measurements

Concrete Anchor Bolts Measurements
,

! Sixty safety related Hilti concrete anchor bolts were ultrasoni-
cally inspected for length only. Anchors were selected from elec-
trical supports and pipe supports in the diesel generator and
control buildings. Examination was performed per NRC procedure
NDE-18, Revision 0.

!

l_
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Tabulation of inspected bolts is provided in Table 10-3.

No violations were identified.

Concrete Anchor Bolt Torquing

A torque verification of concrete expansion anchor bolts was per-
formed by the licensee upon request from the NRC inspector to
assure that the anchor installations are in conformance with spe-:

cification requirements. The testing, which was performed on
supports in the diesel generator and control building, was wit-
nessed by two NRC inspectors. The expansion anchors which were
verified by torque testing are listed in Table 10-4.

No violations were identified.

.
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TABLE 10-3

MEASUREMENTS OF CONCRETE ANCHOR LENGTHS

.

ISO /DWG DIA LENGTH CODE NO. OF COMMENTS
BOLT 5-

28Z492WG 1" 12" ' T 4 Diesel Generator
Bldg. Pipe Supports

2BZ196-164-1 1" 12" T 4 "

2BZ196-146-1 1" 12" T '8 "

2BZ452-PE 1" 12" T 12 "

2DFA-3186-CTC 1" 10" R 4 Diesel Generator
Bldg. Conduit
Supports

2DFA-3282-0TO 1" 10" R 4 "

2DFA-3285 1" 10" R 4 "

2DFA-3435 1" 10" R 4 "

2DFA-319S 1" 10" R 2 Control Bldg.
Conduit Supports

2 RPM *PNL1008 1" 12" T 2 "

2 RPM *PNL1008 5/8" 6" J 4 "

1CB4 1/2" 6" J 8 "

.

*
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TABLE 10-4

CONCRETE EXPANSION ANCHOR TORQUE VERIFICATION

SUPPORT NO. TYPE DIAMETER NO. OF BOLTS LOCATION OF' SUPPORT

DFA-328S Hilti 1" 4 Diesel Generator
Elevation 261'-0"

DFA-343S " " 4 "

DSA-319S " " 4 "

- ICB4 " 5/8" '4 Control Bldg. Elev.
761'-0"

Panel #2 RPM * " 5/8" 4 "

-PNL1008~

.
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10.3.5 Interview of Site Personnel

Interviews of. site personnel were conducted during this inspec-
tion. Five individuals were selected among craft, QC and site
engineering personnel'. The purpose of this interview was to
assure that safety concerns raised by site personnel were not
ignored by management and that the performance and execution of
work did not result in any sacrifice of quality. The following
questions were presented to each individual interviewed on site.

1. What is your work experience on site and prior to this site?

2. Is management adequately addressing problems which you
raise?

3. Has there been intimidation against you when you raise
safety questions?

4. Are you required to cut corners and sacrifice quality?

5. Are you aware of safety violations?

6. Are you permitted to do your job in the manner you believe
is correct?

7. Has your training been adequate for your job?

None of the interviews resulted in any safety concerns.

11.0 Radiographic Program

11.1 Areas Inspected

The purpose of this part of the team inspection was to verify the
adequacy of the licensee's pipe welding radiographic program and the
corrective actions implemented as a result of the NRC CAT findings.

11.2 Organization

ITT Grinnell is the piping contractor and performs the radiography
for this process. The normal sequence of events is for ITT Grinnell
to perform the radiography and evaluate the radiographs. If these
are acceptable, they are presented to Stone and Webster (SWEC) for
final review and acceptance. Because of the NRC CAT findings, a
sampling reinspection was initiated by the licensee to determine the
extent of the problem.

11.3 Findings

The licensee's radiographic sampling program identified additional
situations wherein the radiographer had performed examinations on the
wrong welds and/or misidentified radiographs versus a weld. Because

! of these findngs, the licensee expanded their sample to include 100%

I
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of all radiographs. The re-examination consists of assuring all the
films meet ASME Code requirements and that all indications are
recorded.

The review has progressed to the extent that all film has been review-
ed by ITT Grinnell and the Level III comments have been made. The
licensee must now review the findings and establish the necessary
additional corrective actions. The NRC inspector sampled ten welds
from this program and performed an independent reinterpretation of
the radiographs to evaluate the quality of the licensee's radiographic
review. The reinterpretation verified that the licensee's program is
providing an acceptable quality level; however, the question of radio-
graphing incorrect welds still remains in question.

The NRC Nondestructive Examination Van radiographed an ASME Code Class
3 weld, FW013, during the independent measurements inspection (50-410/
84-08). The licensee issued a Nonconformance and Disposition Report
(N&D) IG2893 which dispositioned the condition "use a; is". This was
not an acceptable disposition and upon notification of this, the
licensee issued a new N&O 1G5484 which requires repair of the weld.
This item remains open pending completion of the repair and close out
of the N&D.

In conjunction with the foregoing program review, the inspector exam-
ined the unresolved issue concerning the failure to properly document
changes on radiographic reader sheets (410/84-08-05). A review was
made of the licensee's training records, which indicate that classes
were held by ITT Grinnell on June 14, 1984; March 11, 1980; April 29,
1980; and March 28, 1980, the subject of the training was " Alteration
of Quality Records". Further, the inspector verified that Procedure
No. SIP 86, " Instruction for Alteration to Quality Documents", dated
October, 1982, was in use. A random selection of radiographaphic
reader sheets was made and it was verified that none of the records
contained " white-outs". This item is considered closed.

(Closed) Unresolved item 410/83-01-07 misinterpretation of NF5212-
regarding NDE of pipe supports by ITT Grinnell Engineering.

The inspector reviewed the documei.'ation and the 1974 ASME Code NF5212
for the problem. The 1974 ASME code 'ised undefined terminology " full
fillet weld"; it has no standard meaning. However; the 1980 ASME
Section III Code, NF5211, corrected this t'rminology and defined only
full penetration welds as requiring volumettic examination; all other
welded joints in primary members require surfact examination.

This item is considered resolved.

12.0 Unresolved Items and Weaknesses

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine if it is a violation, a deviation or acceptable. Unresolved
items are discussed in paragraph 6.
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A weakness is a matter that if left uncorrected could lead to a violation.
-Weaknesses are' discussed in paragraph 5.0.

13.0 Exit Interview

Exit interviews were held on December 7 and 14, 1984, to inform the licen-
see of the scope and findings of the inspection. The attendees are listed
in Paragraph 1 of the report details. Daily meetings were held with the
licensee to discuss major findings and request additional information to
support and aid the inspection effort. Information discussed during these
meetings is listed-in Table 13.

,

1
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TABLE 13

DAILY INFORMATION MEETINGS

12/5/84

1. Welding symbols are not in accordance with AWS convention. For example,
drawing BZ73LS shows a 3/16" single bevel weld on both sides of a sleeved
tubular steel support. It is not clear how this weld can be made. (Closed).

2. It appears that S&W drawing practices are to use " Bill of Material" dimen-
sions to locate parts. This is a questionable practice. (Closed)

3. Team had identified several unprotected pieces of equipment:

Weld Joint No. 25-6-FW10*

Drywell vacuum breakers=

Instrument taps FE-105 (2 ea.)*

12/6/84

1. NMPC has no formal tracking system for self initiated design changes to
SWEC.

2. Valve operating mechanism for 2 CSH-HCV-120 is extremely dirty; not pro-
tected from construction dirt.

12/7/84

1. NMPC letter 56-70, dated 2/1/83 specifies deletion of an interlock in the
RHR MOVIC and pump PIC. This has not been tracked by NMPC nor accomplished
by SWEC. (Ref. finding No. I on 12/6/84).

2. The PGCC violates R.G.1.75 for conduit sepration. E&DCR C-43432, dated
11/22/83 permits separation less than 1 inch. Field installations are,
in fact, touching. This condition has not been brought to the attention
of NRR for approval. Possible deviation.

3. Field data (work) packages in the secondary containment contained an out-
dated revision of drawing 25-9, Revision 2.

4. Valve 2RHS-HCV-54B is another example of excessive construction dirt on
the operating mechanism.

12/11/84

1. Instrument support stands, Dwg. No. 12177-BZ-493H and J, part No. 4,
4"x 4"x "L, valve supports, have been ground below the thickness valuc."

This precludes the welder from making a full section " fillet weld.

. _ _ . _.
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12/12/84

1. The emergency D.C. battery charger transformers were manufactured with
incorrect terminal connections. The vendor did not change the drawings
but revised the terminals to make the b.harger functional. It appears
that'the chargers arrived on-site and were rewired to meet the drawing;
making them inopreable. A 50.55(e) report was issued but no provisions
have been made to accomodate spare replacement transformers which should
have corrected terminal connections.

2. There are significant design inconsistencies between the FSAR-SWEC-GE.
These will not be resolved before mid-1985 and may impact the SER. (Closed)

3. The FSAR commits to various regulatory guides without exceptions. However,
some exceptions do exist but are not reflected adequately in the FSAR.
For example, Regulatory Guide 1.95 is committed to but no provisions have
been made for C12 monitors. (Closed)

4. SEG engineers in training are not fully trained.

5. 3 N&D's, an ACN, and E&DCR were required to solve one problem. It appears
this is the result of a system weakness. (N&D 6206)

6. Closed: Welding symbols. (12/5/84)

12/13/84

1. Chlorine monitor. (Closed)

2. FSAR-GE-SWEC. (Closed) -

3. ACN incorporation into affected drawings. (Program weakness)

4. E&DCR C-13509 changed the nelson stud diameter and spacing but the spacing
was not clouded on drawing EC-32L.

.

5. Diesel E22501 (2EGS*EG2) heat exchanger has been stored with 2 inches of
water in the tube side. There are no storage requirements for the exchan-
gers. Industrial recommendations for Admiralty Brass tubos storage prac-

tices would suggest it is unadvisable to store this equipment with standing
water. (UNR)

6. The storage program does not address the " shelf life" aspects of stored
or installed equipment. (Components and component spares)

7. The repair program for overground pipe welds does not appear to adequately
address code re-examination requirements for base and weld joint metal.
(Concern)

,

8. Final verification of loads for primary containment structural steel using
the SRSS method for combining loads.

9. Beam connections using finned plates transmits moments to the girder web.


